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This dissertation explore s the in-between state of young female protagonists in
three contemporary Irish texts: Roddy Doyle' s The Snapp er (1990) , Edna O'Brien 's
Down by the River (1993) and Peter MuIlan' s 2002 film, The Magdal ene Sisters. AIl
three texts introduce young girls who, faced with unwanted pregnancies, have to make
decisions about havin g childre n-c-or, more often , choices are forced upon them-s-desp ite
the fact that they are stiIl largely considered children themsel ves. Their situations gesture
toward the fact that young girls in Ireland have not yet been atTorded the level of
citizenship to which they are entitled. During their pregnancies, the circumstances of
which are often hushed and denied , they lack social and polit ical power. Thus, not only
are the girls lost between the categori es of child and woman , but their agency is lost
becau se of the precariou s positions they hold. Their inabilit y to demonstrate their rights
of citi zenship represents Ireland ' s failure to "cherish the children of the nation equaIly"-
a fundarnental goal of itso riginal Proclarnationasa Republic.
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Chapter One
In Roddy Doyle' s A Slur Called Henry young Henry Smart claims that, like his
mother before him- who had had three children and several miscarriages by the lime she
reachedherearlytwenties-hen everr eallyw as a child:ther e aren oehi ldren inthe
tenement slums of early twentieth-century Dublin. Describing his mother' s years as a
newlywed, Henry claims that "she was a child of the Dublin slums, no proper child at all"
(5). Later, whenheis presentedwi tha draftof the Proclamationo ft he Republie, Henry's
response elaboratcson his early denial of proper childhood: addressing his own pain and
the "painofa million others" he insists that "there should be something in[the
Proclamation] about the rights of children" (97). Although he is hesitant to grant much
credence to the social constructions of what childhood should be, Henry recognizest hat
children need and deserve a certain degree of special treatment and care. Whenh el ater
hears Pearse reading the Proclamation during the Easter Rising-it isqu oted in the novel
exactiy as therea l-life Padraig Pearsewou ld havereadi t- lIenryswellswi thpr ideat the
textual addition that resulted from hisrecom mendation: "The Republic guarantees
religious and civil liberty [. . . ] and declares its resolve to pursue the happiness and
prosperity of the whole nation and all its parts, cherishing all the children 0f the notion
equully [. . . ]" (96,m y emphasis).
lIenry' s ambivalence toward the concept of childhood is a cogent point of
departure in studying teenage pregnancy in the contemporary Irish textslhave choscnt o
exam ine: Roddy Doyl e ' s 1990 novel The Snapper , Edna O' Brien's 1993 novel Down by
the River and Peter Mullan ' s 200 2 film The Magdalene Sisters. While A Star Called
Henry is set at the beginnin g of the twent ieth centu ry- when the 1916 Rising and the
War of Independen ce brought wi th them the dawn of Irish nationh ood-my three primary
texts also situate them selves in significant moment s of Irish politic alhi story: The Snapper
is set in 1990 's Dublin , right before the economic boom of the Ce ltic Tiger; the eve nts of
Down by the River transpir e in rural 1990 's Ireland , in the heat of the aborti ondebat e
ignited by the X case ; ' and The Magdalene Sisters, set in the ear ly I960' s, takes place
durin g the years in wh ich Ireland strugg led with econ omic iso lationasa resu ltof its
separation from Britain. Two of the texts are fiction al renderings of actual historical
event s in recent Irish history: Down by the River is a fict ionalized account of the l992X
case , and The Magdalene Sis ters rete lls the stories of some of the women who were
incarcerat ed in the Magdalene asylums run by the Catho lic Church in the twentieth
century . As the se texts transform fact into fiction , the charac te rs within them ofte n com e
aliveas muchas the rea l-Iife histories thes elect ionsattempt to fictionalize. For this
reason , it sometimes seems as if rny ana lysis of the text s slides betwe en fiction and the
realit y repre sent ed . I lowever, it must be emph asized that in their fluid representati onsof
real -life events, the texts demand such flexibilit y in analys is.
The three texts studied here promin entl y featur e youn g gi rls who, face d wi th
unw anted pregnanci es, are forced to make choices abo ut having children-e-or, more ofte n,
choices are forced upon them-despite the fact that they are still largely considered
children themselves. In a rellection ofH enry Smart' sun certainty towards childhood, the
girlsi n the textsst udied herea ll hold precariouspositions noton ly because of their
patriarchal society, but also because they are physically mature enoughtoreproduce
though not emotionally mature enough to handle the repercussions of this physical
maturation. In their ever-changing states, they are forced to face the dangers of not fitting
in anywhere. They are lost in between the categories of child and woman. Theyare
forced to face the dangers of not fitting in anywhere. Further, any agency to which they
might be entitled is lost because of the arnbiguous positions that they hold. Asaresult,
they have absolutely no social or political power, and are unable to speak up against their
While international conventions demonstrate that there are arbitraryage
distinctions between children and adults,' for the purposes of this dissertation I use the
theories of childhood posited by political philosopher Marc Jans, who views the
distinction between child and adult as Iluid and ambiguous (34). Other child scholars
agrce that childhood, as well as its definition. is impossible to fully understand or
represent: in his 2009 editorial of Childhood entitled "When a child is not a child. and
other conceptual hazards of childhood studies." Daniel Thomas Cook writest hat he finds
a "tension. and perhaps a contradiction" between "identifying [...] multiple. malleable and
dilferentiated childhoods from a position which must in some reject or relativize atl east
one perspective on childhood" (9) . If I were not bound by the limits ofa Master ' s thesis,
I would engage in a more sustained mann er with these contradictio ns. I would also
attempt to demonstrate how the ambi guous positions of girls in these contem porary works
fix the selections as important representations, and active parts, ofa changinglrish
society. However , since the study of childhood is on constantl y shifting terrain, inth e
texts studied here I examine instance s where characters are treated Iike and regarded as
children ,regardlessofage. The young girls studied tend not to fit the standard
definiti ons, or (as in the case of The Snapper's Sharon Rabbitte ) the arb itrary measure s,
At such precarious points of maturation, the girls within the texts studied hered o
not know how to handle their pregnancies. Families are equall y unsure. However, the
mechanism s of Church and state have definitiv e responses to teenage pregnancy and
those limits present further difficulties for the female protagoni sts . KathrynConrad
attempts to explain uncert ainty towards unintended pregnanc y in herarticle "Fet al
Ireland: National Bodies and Political Agency." Shecl aimsth atinlreland,unplanned
pregnancie s become a "public spectacle [...] a sereen onto which the anx ieties of others
are projected " (166). Teen age pregnancy causes such anx iety because it typ ically occ urs
by accident ; and yet, the tension is further exacerbated because of the girls ' ambiguous
statusas part-child , part-woman. As a result, circumstances around thepregnancies.
includin g the incident s of sexual assault that often caused thepregnancie s to begin with,
arehushed,repressedand covered up. The politic s of this denial raise interesting
questions about what isat stake for young mothe rs in contemporary Ireland: what rights
do these characters have in a country whose laws are finnl y anti-abortio n?' What agenc y
can pregnant child characters have indetennining the course of their 0 wn lives?Wh atd o
textual situations that deny young women the freedom of choice say about a nation that
underlinedthe importanceofcherishingit schildrcnin itsori ginalProclamation as a
Republi c?
In Roddy Doyle' s novel The Snapper,' youn g Sharon Rabbittebecomes pregnant
as the result ofa drunkcn encounter with her father's best friend in lhe parkin g lot oflhe
local bar; she stops to say hello, and Mr. Burgess takes advantage of herh ighlyin ebriated
state by proceedin g to have sex with her before she has time to realize what is happenin g.
When she breaks the news but refuses to reveal the identity of the father, her parents
tly as she becomes the object of scorn in her neighbourh ood for having conceived an
"illegitimate" child. The confu sed behaviour of her family and friends, which works in
tandem with humour to elide serious issues. suggests ari anx iety towards Sharon ' s in-
between state, which is connected to Sharon's own disquie tude. Since all these
ambiv alent behaviours and unsettling absence s occur in a novel primari Iy abo ut the
precariou s position of Sharon, they become automatically connected to her in-between
state. Chapter Two oflhis thesis will examin e how Sharon's predicament demon strate s
that current theories of child citizenship cannot necessaril y providean appropri ate mode
of action to ensure the needs of children having children are adequa tely met.
In Down by the River, Edna O' Brien adapts the facts of the 1992 X case into the
fictional story of 14-year-old Mary MacNamara, who is raped and impregnated by her
widow ed father. In a feverish attempt to escape the fate that awa its her in a country
whose laws are strictly anti-abortion, Mary tries to drown herself in a river near her home
but is rescued by a neighbour . Afier Mary explains herpredicarnent-earefully leaving
out the identity of her rapist- the neighbou r arranges for them to travel to England so that
Mary can have a legal abortion. When they are presented with a court inju nction,
howev er, Mary is pressured to return to Ireland, where she becomes the focal point of a
nationwide debate about her situation. Surrounded by people who want to control her
rather than to help her- both pro-li fe and pro-choice factions exploit hers ituationin the
hopes of achievin g their own ends, instead of giving her the love she needs as a child-
her anxiety grows as time continu es to run out. Finally, at the end of the novel,she
miscarries and nature "solves" her problem for her. The failure of the novel ' s characters
to provide Mary with the appropriate duty of care causes her to fail in negotiating the
terrns ofh erown pregnanc y and thus leads to an importante xarninationofchi1dren ' s
citizenship in Ireland toda y. The adaptation of the X case into fiction demonstrates that
girls in Ireland deserve to actively asse rt their own citizenship and participate in makin g
important decisions about their lives. Chapter Three argues that O' Brien uses the
empathy involved in adaptation to forward and demand change in the arena of children's
rights in Ireland.
The Magdalene Sisters tells the story of four young Irish women incarcerated in
one of the Magda lene asylums established by the Catholic nuns ofthe Order of the Sisters
of Mercy in the 1880' s. Instituted to provide places where prostitutes might redeem
themse lves through penitence and hard wo rk-s-doing laundry fortheprofit of the
institution but usually for no persona l pay-the function oftheasylums was extcnded to
redeem young women and girls who had become pregnant outside of marri age or had
reported being the victims of rape. Often , these young women were dee med "too pretty"
or flirtatiou s, or had behaved in a way "thought to be ofTensivet o the sensibilities of
right-thi nking , God-fearing Irish men and women " (McKiern an 29). Set in the outski rts
of Dublin from 1964-1968, The Magdalen e Sis ters isafictionalized rendering of survivor
testimony revea led in Steve Humphrie s' s 1998 documentary, Sex in a Cold Climate, and
thus depicts a very real experience for the more than 30,000 women thathave been held
in Magdalene asylums (McK iernan 29). Survivors have attested that they were the
victim s of "ritual humil iation , corpora l and mental punishment and a brutal regime of
discipline borderi ng on terror" with in thc laundries (McKiernan 29). Remarkabl y, says
McKiernan , the last laundry did not close unti l 1996-"2 years after apartheid was
formally dismantled in South Africa " (29) . Jam es Smith notes that the Sisters of Our
Lady of Charity of Refug e officially announced that the institution was closingbe cause
the laundri es were "no longer cornmercially viab le" ("The Magdalene Sisters" 153).
Though the characte rs in The Magdal ene Siste rs representconflations of evidence
from difTerent institutions and eras. by inventin g a meet ing of the four girls at the same
asylum in 1964, Mullan is faithfu l to history but brings what could be the story of any
Magdalene victim into wide popular circulation. The characters-Rose (who bears a
child outside of marriage), Margaret (who reports that she has been raped by a cousin),
Crispina (who is mentally unstable and also bears a child at a young age) andB emadette
(an orphaned schoolgirl thought to be too fond ofllirting}-work togethertodemonstrate
Mullan ' s fictional account of historic injustice. Whereas choices are foreed upon these
characters atthebeginning ofthefilm, bytheend allfour young girlsfi ght back against
the religious authorities that have imprisoned and abused them. However, individual
agency falls back uponi tself,a nd freedomfo r thegi rls ison lya chievedw hen theywo rk
together. Chapter Four argues that the failure of the characters ' individualact s
demonstrates that agency for the Magdalene girls and young girls in Ireland in general
needs to be collective in order to achieve a future significantly difTerent from the past.
1.1 Scholarly significance
The Snapper (1990), Down by the River ( 1993), and The Magdal ene Sisters (2002)
have inspired much scholarly attention, but they are also recent enough that there is still
space for new discussion. Studies of my primary texts have focused on religion (Brereton
2008), incest (St. Peter 2000), identity (Lindahl-Raittila2 006), foreed labour (James
2003), community (McKiernan 2008), and mother-daughter relationships (Ingman 2007).
While Linden Peach (2004) and Mary McGlynn (2005) have both addressedth ei ssueof
motherhood in the works of Roddy Doyle, and Sophia Hillan (2006) has addressedthe
abortion debate in Edna O'Bri en' s 1990' s trilogy, no one has yet explored the issue of
children havin g children in said texts. In fact, very little scholarly work has been
published about children's rights in any work of contemporary Irish fict ion. la the
introduction to a 2009 specia l edition of Eire-Ireland, editors Maria Luddy and James M.
Smith note that even though the last twenty-five years have "witnessed a series of social,
political, and sexual contro versies with children at their very center"as well as a pattern
of cultural produc tion that has been dominated by representations oflri shc hildhood , the
studyo fl rish children and childh ood is a still-nasce nt field of inquiry (5-6).
More particularl y, very little scholarly attention has been paid to teenage pregnancy
and the age ncy and rights of young mothers in contemporary Irish literature. Philip Tew
(1999) and Patric k Crotty (2005) have both written on children , and Jane Elizabeth
Dougherty (2007) and Kelly J.S. McGovern (2009) have written important articles on the
disconnectionbetween girl andwoman withinlrishliterary girlhood,but as of yet there
has been no sustained scholarly engage ment of the way teenage pregnancy has been
repre sented in Irish cultur al produ ction. This gap in the scholarship is notable,
considering the extent to which child pregnancy occurs in Irish fiction and film in the
latter part of the twentieth century-a period rife with issues regarding the abuse of young
mothers and child pregnancy. , The 1992 X case and the 1996 closing of the last
Magdalene laund ry in Dublin were part icularly sensational events that respectively stirred
public demonstrations and garnered enormous media attention in the nation' s capital. In
light of such events, the time is ripe for scholarly research in the arenao fchildren ' s
rights. Further, there is ample space-indeed. a demonstrated need- to investigate the
way such issues are dealt with in contemporary Irish narratives. There is an abundance of
room to investigate and analyze the rights of girls who, notquitechi1drenandn otqu ite
adults, hold a unique position. This thesis attempts to enter that room of inquiry, albeit
with a necessarily limited scope.
Jane Elizabeth Dougherty cites the work of Lady Gregory, Eilis Ni Dhuibhne and
Nuala O'Faol ain to demonstrate the "inaccessibility" of the Irish girlhood experience
(59). In the context ofa national literature that demonstrates no shortage of novels
depicting Irishboyhood, shecl aimsth ere is a "disconnection" between girl and woman
that is a "hallmark of the Irish literary girlhood" (52). However, the texts I will explore in
the following chapters suggest that there is no longer such a strong binary between "girl"
and "woman" in Irish cultural production. The boundaries between these categories have
become blurred within texts that focus on children who are having childrent hemselves.
Whereas Dougherty and McGovern argue that Irish girlhood remains unwritten, I argue
that the ambiguous stage between girl and woman in Irish fiction and film is in need of
scholarly attention.
1.2 Theoretica l framework: Children having children
To date, there has been no extended scholarly engagement of the rightso fI rish
girlswhoholdtheprecariouspo sition ofpart -child,p art-adult . As Luddy and Smith
suggest, the study of children and childhood is only beginning in Ireland,thoughinother
countries considerable scholarship already exists in these fields (6). Fortunately, there
has been wide-r anging ana lysis of Irish women's rights, which has proven useful in my
research (Co nrad 200 1; Ingman 2007; St. Peter 2007) . Because the characters I have
chosen to study do not fit neatly into eithe r category of child or wornan, l will use theories
of both children's rights and women' s rights.
For the purposes of this dissertation , childhood will be defined by drawi ng upon
sociologist Marc Jans' s theoretica l reading of childhood as a symbo lic construc tion. ln
"C hildren as Citizens: Towards a Contemporary Notion of Childhood Participation," Jans
concludes that childhood itself is a phenomenon that has been sociallyc onstructedinthc
last severa l centuries; prior to this, children were conside red diffcrcntfromadultsonlyin
that they occupied the period of human growth at which development occ ursmost
rapidly. In the past 350 years , however, scholars began to disc uss childhood as a specific
stage of life and childhood as a socia l construct ion has been take n apart and reconstruc ted
ina variety of ways (Jans 32). Currently, international debates about child ren ' s rights
primarily focus upon the societal part icipation of children as rights-bearing citizens (Jans
27). Jans writes that today, the childhood years present an arnbiva lent realitybecause
children are surrounded with care and protection but are simultaneously motivated to
asse rt themselves as autonomous individuals (27) . Despite their dependency and need for
protect ion, Jans cla ims that children must beable to have some control over the decisions
made about their own lives (40-4 1).
The scholarship of women 's rights in Ireland is much more developed than
theories of child citizenship." Theorists agree that thel ack ofr eproducti ve justice for
women in Ireland shows that the nation has not yet permitted women the age ncy to which
they are entitled (Conrad 160; Hackett III). Irish aborti on laws are arnong the strictest
in Europe (Side 34).' By denying women the freedo m of reproductive choice, Ireland
demonstrates that it does not permit full rights of citizenship to females. Claire Hackett
demands these rights be made real : " the right and ability to make real choicesa bout
[their] lives: [thei r] fertility, [their] sexuality,c hildcare, them eans to be indepe ndent and
all the areas in which [they] are currently denied autonomy and dignity" (I II ).
Unfon unately, Ireland ' s failure to permit full rights of citi zenship to women shows that
there is a vast distance to be covered before any notion of citizenship isg ranted to
pregnant gir/s who have not even reached the full status of "wo man ."
Still,the emergenceofchildhood studiesinthe Irish context ison e step toward the
achievement of this goal. In the following chapters. I will show how contemporary Irish
fiction and film reflect the need for further exploratio n and engagemen t of the topic of
rights and citizenship for children who have children in Ireland. Taken together, the texts
offe r an imagined approach to child citizenship, but such imagined possibilit ies are
precarious at best. These narrative s, which promote child citize nship, are like Jans' s
theory in that they can only go so far in promot ing empathy for child ren and ensuringthat
children ' s rights (whatevcr they may be) are respected . Ultimately, change can only be
Chapter Tw o
The In-Between Posit ion of Sha ron Rah bitte: Anxiety and Ambiva lence in
The S napper
In his article "Roddy Doyle: From Barrytown to the GPO," Brian Donnelly
suggests that the lack of explicit drama related to Sharon's pregnancy isa sign of the
progressive spirit of 1990' s Ireland (20-21), According to Donnelly, her family's
pragmatic response is indicative of Ireland' s move toward secularization (20-21), Indeed,
the Rabbitte family- which appears in all Doyle' s first three books- is not overly
religious, and when Sharon becomes pregnant, her parents are more concerned with
identifying the father and maintaining social reputations than with the fact that her
pregnancy will not be sanctioned by the church. BUlbccause "savingface "i s essential
for both Sharon and her parents,' some critics question the degree to whichthenovel
demonstrates social progress. Although the characters arc not concerned with how the
church will feel about Sharon' s pregnancy, they arc certainly worried aboutlh eopin ions
of their friends and neighbours, which suggests that religious sanctions on pregnancy
outside of marriage have trickled down and bccome embcdded in social values. Michael
Cronin wriles that Doyle's work anticipates the libcralizationo fl reland in the l990's but
it also shows that the "emergence of more enlightened approaches to moraI and social
issues" cannot be taken for granted I-t-l). In the chapter 10 follow, I will examine the
critical reception of The Snapper , which underlines the novel' s simultaneous acceptance
and mistrust of the modem spirit of "New Ireland." Then, I will interrogate the way that
the opposing spirits of progression and regression are linked to Sharon's child-state in the
novel. This analysis will lead into the main argument of the chapter: the ambivalent and
sometimes confused behaviour of the characters in The Snapper suggestsananxiety
towards Sharon's in-between state at the onset of her pregnancy, as well as towards the
precarious status of children who have children in contemporary Ireland.
Literary crit ic Dermot McCarthy uses the characters of Bimbo (Jimmy ' s best
friend) and Veronica (Sharon's mother) to show Ireland' s re!uctance to adopt liberal
attitudes towards pregnancy outside of marriage simply because they are "suddenly
convenient" (62). Though both characters are supportive of Sharon, they certainly
question the "new ways" represented by her actions. First, when Bimbo hears about
Sharon' s pregnancy at the local pub, he asks Jimmy whether she will get married as a
result of her condition . Jimmy' s response underlines his awareness that he is living in
changing times: "No [...] Why should she? They've more cop-on these days. Would you
get married if you were tha' age again these days?" (Doyle 203). But Bimbo claims that,
despite contemporary liberal attitudes toward pregnancy, ifh e found himself in Sharon's
position he actually "probably would" get married (203). Veronica is likewise hesitant to
adopt any new social stance : alone one day with her husband, she asks himwhetherhe
thinks they should tell their younger children that "what Sharon didwaswrong"( 189).
Again, Jimmy tries to show that he is a man of modem views, responding that "Times've
changed, Veronica" (189) . Veronica is steadfast and quickly counters, " But do we have
to keep up with them?" (189). McCarthy hints that such determination to hold onto social
ideals demonstrates that times really have not changed as much as Jimmy seems to think.
Similarl y, Cronin writes that The Snapper is therefore "neither naive nor wishful in
assuming that social change is a painl ess process" (50). The difliculties presented by this
process are reflected in the tension demonstrated by characters who must choose between
the "old ways" and the new.
Despitethenovel' st ension,though,humourplays al argerolein The Snapper,
which leads McGlynn to conclude that the text has a dark underbelly. Sheclaimst hat,
throughhumour,Th eSnapp er glosseso verth em ore seriousi ssuespr esented
("Pregnancy , Privacy, and Domesticity" 151). Overa ll, the novel 's humour has beenbo th
celebrated and criticized: White characterize s Sharon as a comic heroine (64) and Gerry
Smyth calls the novel' s humour its "feel-good factor" (73), but Dermot McCarthy,
Michael Cronin and Linden Peach all agree with McGlynn that there are sombre
undertones hiding beneath comic appearances in the novel and its adaptation into film.
McCarthy writes that the absence of a moral perspective in the novel overshadowst he
storyand "fracture[s] its comic patina" (59); Cronin wonders whether such a serious topic
as teenage pregnancy resultin g from sexual assault can r lend itse lf to comic treatmen t
without raising questions about the ethica l nature of the enterpri se" (44); and Peach points
to the way nationalist and religious discourses have partnered with eco nomic factors to
work against women's rights in Ireland, denying women accessto birthcontrol and
aborti on ("Mater Doloro sa" 153). Written at a time when these issues were gaining
prominence,Peachc laims that" the novel treats Sharon' s situation and decision to have
the child somewhat lightly" ("Mater Dolorosa" 153). Thus, although some critics have
taken Doyle ' s use of humour at face value, most have read it as a technique thatei ther
incites or elides ana lysis of the deeper issues being signalled by it.
McGlynn examines the way that Sharon herse lf uses humou r in the nove l, making
light of her situation and muti ng her sense of violation by concocting a story about a
Spanish sai lor to deflect suspicion from Burgess , becauseafTairs in Barrytown arc never
secre t or private (Narra ttves of Class 106). Sharon 's refusal to narneherattacker isa
common reaction to rape; but Barrytown 's overa ll tendency to deflect, repress and deny
suggestst hatthere isa deepcrs ignificancetoSharon 'scover.up . For her to make her
issue a serio us one by identi fying the father would cultivate moreq uestions than the ones
already being asked in Barrytown, bringing additional attention to cireumstances that
already have people talking. Sharon wants to avoid the awkward and painful feelings that
arise when she thinks and talks about these cireumstances, and so shcuses humo ur to
distort them. But McGlynn argues that the 'jocularity" of the Hikers ' pub where Sharon
tells her story is "forced" (Narratives of Class 108). White ofTcrsa contrasting
perspective , claiming that the novel' s humour does not deny truth but rathe r ofTersa way
of deal ing with it (77); however, the lack of explicit acknow ledge ment of the existe nce of
sexual assault in the nove l leads me to think otherwise. In a community where there is
almost no such thing as the private sphere , relationships are indeed acted out accordi ng to
acce pted public behaviours. As McGlynn writes, the novel thus becomes "a critique of an
lrish society grounded in familiarity without intimacy" ("P regnancy,P rivacy, and
Domesticity" 150). Because the humourous nature of interactions in Sharon ' s fami ly is
not that differen t from the lively bante r between her and her friends at the Hikers' pub,
credence is given to McGlynn' s argument fora collective Barrytown identityth ath asn o
room for privacy.
The dark underbelly of humour and the performan ce of accepted public
behaviours in The Snapper are linked to the way prescribed gender roles areperpetuated
by the novel. Burge ss' s belief in power differentials between men and women is brutally
man ifested through his sexual assault of Sharon . But critics have noted other, more subtle
behaviours that underline Burgess's belief that men and women shouldbehave according
to their gender. His conviction that women should demonstrate physical and sexual
subservience-asshown throu gh his assault of Sharon- is extended such that he believes
women should show verbal subservience as well. When Sharon confronts Burgess at his
house, taking him to task about the rumours he has been spreading about her-"Yousai d
I was a ride. Didn't yeh? [...] You got your hole, didn 't yeh?" -Burgessr eddensand
"snap[s] his eyes shut" because "he hate[s] hearing women using the language he use]s]"
(Doylc 223). Cronin notes that when Burgess flinches at Sharon ' s words the double
standard he has created for men and women reveals the "dangerous duplicity of
[Barrytown ' s] moral majority" (50). In a novel that, on the surface, seems to demonstrate
the liberal attitude of "New Ireland," such gender stereotyping keepsan ypro gressiveness
at bay.
Gender stereotypes in the nove l are also perpetuated through the specialattention
given to male characters, despite the fact that they are not central to the story . Doyle
openly admit s that although Sharon is the nove l' s main character, a preoccupat ionwi th
Jimmy gradually overtook him throughout the writing process (White 154). The result
has been that many critics read the novel less asa story of the sexual assaultand
pregnancy ofa young girl than as a depiction of the "conflict between adau ghterabautto
create a new life and a father who increasingly feels marginalized bath at home and
among his mates" (Donnelly 21). McGlynn insists that Doyle's focus on Jimmy
"eclipse[s]" the circumstances of Sharon' s unwanted pregnancy and her willingness to
take charge of it (Narratives of Class 99). In shifting attention to a male character, Doyle
does injustice to Sharon as well as to the questions related to women's rights raised by
both her sexual violation and the resulting pregnancy.
Roddy Doyle has himself acknowledged the ethical issues raised by Burgess's
violation of Sharon. In a 1996 interview, he claimed that his intention in writing The
Snapper was to leave the circumstances of the protagonist' s sexual assauIt open to
interpretation:
Gerry Smyth lauds Doyle' s ability to "open meaning up rather than close it down" by
allowing the reader to come to his or her own conclusions about Sharon ' s experience in
The Snapper; having the reader become part of the meaning-making process "refuses the
notion of a singIe vision of modem Irish society" and contributes to an understandin g of
Ireland as a communi ty in tlux- "a conclave of voices and visions" (67). But McGlynn
reads a danger in "ceding control of the text to the multipli city ofv oices in Barrytown ,"
most of which are humourous and thus gloss over the serious issues presented by the
novel ("Pre gnancy, Privacy, and Dome sticity" 155-156). Overa ll, reviewersofboth the
Sharon ' s culpabilit y. Mcfilynn is shocked at the number of movie reviews that detracted
her actions a "mistake" and a "seduction" (Narratives of Class 107).
recent work in the arena of women's rights in Ireland.' o
course": (150). White notes that this attitude is peculiar, consider ing that Sharon's family
understand the biological implications of the abortion procedure (81). Further. Peach
pointso ut thatin lightofchanginga ttitudes in Dubiin in the l990 's , the choice of
abortion would not have been difficult to argue from a social point of view, given ''the
facts of the rape, [Sharon' s] age and her economic circumstances" ("Mater Dolorosa"
153)." The circumvention of the abortion issue brings me back to the widely held belief
thatperhapslrish society isnot "progressing~ asquickly as somewould li ke tothink.
The paradox in the novel that simultaneously suggests progression and regression
is related 10 Sharon's in-between state at the onset of her pregnancy: she is neither an
innocent little girl nor has she fully entered adulthood, But what does make Sharon' s
sexual assault and consequent pregnancy particularly ripe for analysis is that, despite the
book's disclosure that Sharon is twenty years old.s he is still in many waysv ery much a
child. Up to now,so me critics havea cknowledged thisc hild-status of Sharon's ," though
no one has yet ana lyzed it in term s of her sexual assault and the way her rights as a child
interweav e with her rights as a woman .
Although in the aforementioned interv iew Doyle claim s that he suspect s the
episode with Burge ss "i s not the first time [Sharon] has had sex agains t the car [sic] when
she has been drunk"- which would signal many critics to argue that she has already
enteredadulthood-Sharon' semotional maturity has yet to catch up with her physically
(White 151). George Burgesstellingly refers to Sharon's child-sta tus himself: in the
scene where she confronts him in his front room. he offers her money , telIing her to buy
"swee ts" with it but quickly correcting himse lf to say "drinks" (Doyle 227). McG lynn
points out that Sharon never contemplates raising the child withou t her farnily, which is
"sweet. but also telling as to the degree of her depe ndency" tNarratives of Class l l l ). It
is both notable and paradoxical that Sharo n is "adult" enough to cometoa conclu sion
abou t her own lack of adult hood. Clearly, she is not yet mature enough to raise a child on
her own . away from her family. ':'
White and McCart hy take oppos ing sides in exarnining Sharon's choice to rema in
at home-White claims that her careful way of orderin g her actions shows "sa vvy" (65)
while McCart hy sees this as manipulative and calculating (75}-but because both exp lore
this behaviou r as if Sharon has already entered adu lthood they miss the nuances that point
to her statu s asa young girl in an in-between state. McCarthy writes that when Sharon
threaten s to leave home to "bring the curtain down " on Jimm y' s imperson ation of a father
"wounded" by the immoral actions of his daughter , the "charade within a charade on ly
points up the empty moral bank balances of both characters " (76). But to weigh Jimmy
aga inst Sharon in this manne r is to compare apples and oranges. Jimmy is the midd le-
aged father upon whose status and life-experience Sharon is still econo mically dependent.
Conversely , Sharon, who is twenty and still living at home, gives no indicat ion that she
has ever had a healthy romantie relationship ; rathe r, she is still exploringherown
definition of what is indeed "moral." McCarthy ca lls the pregnan t Sharon "aggressive"
and narcissistie, denouncing her predilection for drunken escapade s at the Hikers', but
Sharon 's destructive action s underscore her immaturity more than her immorality (79).
And for all the ethical opinion s Jimmy and Veronica give Sharon about her behaviour, it
is telling that no one tries to stop her from going to the pub; maybe Veronicaherselfdid
thesameth ingw hilepregnantwithherownchildren ,a nd she still mightnot realize the
dangers alcohol can pose to an unbomchi ld. The possibility that such a lack of
awarene ss might exi st within the Rabbitte farnily does not condone Sharon' s actions-it
could be argued that since she is physically old enough to reproduce , she should be
emotio nally mature enough to face her responsibilitie s-but it does expose these actions
in a new light. At times, Sharon's mannerof conductdemonstrates an assertive self-
awareness, such as her confrontation of George Burgess. but other instances undoubted ly
highlight her need for guidance .
The fact that both Sharon (a child) and Jimmy (an adult) demonstrate a degree of
devclopmentinthcnove l shows thatmaturationi snotnecessarilyafinald estinationthat
ditTerentiate s childh ood fromadulthood,butt hat it is rather a dynamicandcontinuous
process for both childre n and adu lts. But wh ile chi ldren and adults share this tendency to
growinterdependently andasautonomou s ind ividuals,itisobviousthat children need
extra love, nurturin g and guidance . Despit e the age ncy we must atTord children, it is still
up to adult s to make many meaningful decisio ns that influence children' s lives. Marc
Jans recogni zes th is socia l ambiguity as the "am bivalence of curre nt childhood" and
phenomenon inherent in the matu ration of the young (34). But because of this
am biva lence, Jan s 's theory can not be universa lly applied. Maturity becomes arbitrary,
and each child's circumsta nces are ditTerenl. Sharo n is twenty, but she is st ill a financia l
dependent of her paren ts. Thu s, she beco mes representat ive of the challe nge of
am bivalence presented by the intersec tion of children's rights and childreri' s active
part icipa tion .
The res t of this chapter will raise questio ns abo ut the roles played by both adult s
and children in The Snapper and exam ine how the ir con fused behaviour sugges ts an
anx iety towar ds Sharo n' s in-betw een state. In the novel, this behavio ur work s in tandem
with hum ou r in order to point to the way the text attempt s to elide seriousissues. This
suppressi on creates an overa ll anxie ty connec ted to Sharo n'sown disquietude. Since all
these am biva lent behav iours and unsettlin g absences occur in a novel primari ly abo ut the
precariou s positio n o f Sharo n, they beco me automa tica lly conn ected to her in-bet ween
state. As a child (but at the same time not quit e a child) who is also bear ing a child.
Sharo n is at a cro ssroa ds between children's citize nship and wome n's citizenship.H er
amb ivalen t situation problem atizes my use of theories from both arenas, beca use Sharon's
situation cannot be fully applied to either of them. Jan s' s theory ofac tivc particip ation
and Conrad's theory of self-determination respcctively dea l with children and women ;
Sharon is in a position where she could be consideredboth ofth ese, orn either. The
anxiety she feels and project s in the novel reflects that which is engendered whenthe
legal and theoret ical boundaries in which we work do not encompass the circumstances in
which we find ourselves. Just as the aforementioned theories should gesture toward a
straightforward model of active citizenship (but are not foolproof gruides for all poten tial
scenarios-such as the one that arises for those girls who are in-between the categories of
childandwoman},weknowSharon should asserth errights andidentifyh er atlacker ,but
her situation is more complic ated than that.
2.2 Wishy/washychildladult s
Sharon ' sd isjointcd behaviour shows that her charac ter does not undergo a steady
progression of developm ent in the novel. Her act ions are convoluted and unsure; she is
assertive and bold,but she constantl y seco nd-guesses herself and is easily influen ced by
the opinions of others. Herambivalence isrelatedtoher statu s aspart-child ,p art-adul t.
Although she know s she must take responsibilit y for her actions and act as a mother to
hcr child , she is unsure of the role she will fulfill in her own famil y once mother and
daughter come home from the hospital. At one point. she claims to have a desire to find
an apartment of her own, but her action is simply a ruse intended to make her father think
twice about the way he has been judging and ignoring her. Her ploy is shrewd, but
adolescent. Doyle allows us to briefly hear her thoughts, which demonstrate that
although she is capable of putting on a show of false remorse, the intentions behind her
performance are those of an immature young girl:
She didn' t want to be by herself, looking after herself and the baby. She
wanted to stay here so the baby would have a properfarni ly and the garden
and the twins and her mammy to look after it so she could go out
sometimes. She didn' t want to leave. (287)
Sharon knows that she still needs the support of the adults in her life. At the same time,
she still wants to "go out sometimes" and so does not want to give up what Iittle
independence she has.
It is important to note that although Sharon employs manipulative tactics that are
generally wrought from years of experience , her strategies of negotiation dono tgo
beyond her own home. When it comes to the wider community, Sharon is a bit of a
follower, and her thoughts at night before she goes to sleep illustrate the extent to which
she is alTected by the opinions of others:
Soon everyone would know [...] She could nearly hear them.
- Sharon Rabbitte's pregnant, did yeh hear?
- Your one, Sharon Rabbitte' s up the pole.
- Sharon Rabbitte' s havin' a baby.
- I don't believe yehl
- Jaysis.
- Jesus! Areye hs erious?
- Who' s she havin' it for?
- I don't know.
- She won't say.
- She doesn't know.
- She can' t remember.
-O hGo d,poo rS haron.





- I don 't bclicvehcr.
- The stupid bitch.
- She had tha' comin' .
- Serves her righ' .
- Poor Sharon.
- Let' s see her gettin ' into those jea ns now. (Doyle 206-20 7)
Notably, Sharon laughs at these thoughts, convincin g herself that she does not care what
anyone think s: she tells herself to "fuck them" and stop worrying (Doyle2 07). But her
ambi valence quickly takes control in the very next sentence, when she adm its that she
cannot help but worry (207) .14
Besides her worry about the neighbours, there is much more evidence inth e text
that suggests Sharon is uncertain about her pregnancy and the event thatc ausedit ;th is
uncertainty leads to anxie ty because she does not know how to proceed inh er in-betwecn
state. While reading a book about pregnancy in an attempt to identify the emotions she
mightbcfeeling ,Sh aron admit sthatth e onlything shereally feelsi s "confu sed" (Doyle
160). When she is alone she cries, but simultaneously keeps tell ing herselfth at she
"doesn' t care ." She admit s she is "kind of looking forward to bcinga mother" (304) but
at the same time she is "worried sick" (305). She makes sure to eat the exact foods
prescribed for her in her pregnan cy book, yet she often goes to the pubtodrink until she
is "pissed" (274). Evena t the end of the novel,i n the first moment s she spends alone
with her new baby, it is unclear whether she is laughing or crying.
The fact that Sharon's devil -may-care attitude is only skin deep suggests that there
is a more profound anx iety lying underneath her outward actions. Her deep-seated fears
find ways to manife st themselves even when she has been repressing them, which
become s evident not only whcn she projects her own worry onto hern eighboursbut also
when she fitfully wakes from a dream about "having miscarriages" (Doy le 304). Ina
cold sweat, she recounts how "they all lived, hund reds of them, all red and raw and folded
over . All crawling all over her. And she lay there and more of them climbe d out of her"
(304). Of course, it is normal fora pregnant woman to fear the loss of her unborn baby,
but the discordant image of ali ving miscarriage demonstrates an amb ivalenee that reflects
Sharon's own ambi guous position. Further, the lack of control suggested by her supine
position and the way the babies make her skin craw l echo the helplessness and repulsion
inhercntinher sexual assault.lust as she refusest onam eh er attacker, she also refuses to
name the tiny foetuses, so that the reader is Icftt o infer that they are indeedtheintcndcd
referent for the pronouns "them" and "they" (304). The anxiety ofthi sd reaminduces
the sarnetension Sharon felt in her carliervi sion of the neighbours who gossipedaround
Sharon's heightened degree of worry about her pregnancy, paired with her
eco nomic depend ency and the extent to which she is influenced by others. gestures
toward s her status as part-child and part-adul t. Also, her inability toask for help despitc
the fact that she desperatel y wants it confirms that she is too emotionally immature to
express her needs, tell the truth about what has happened to her, and demonstrate
resilienc e and the capacity for renegotiation-not only in her home, but also in her
community --<le spite the soeia l changes that this new informati on woulden gender .
Whereas adulthood eonsists of demonstratin g an ability to negotiate one'ssoeial posit ion
in the wider community , Sharon is so scared of the consequences of her actions that she
does not even consider disclosing the identity of her unbo rn child' s father. lnstead,s he
refuses to tell anyonewhath ash appened ,de spiteh erl oneliness. Both near the beginnin g
and towards the end of her pregnancy , Sharon "wishe[s) she' d someonet o talkt o" (Doyle
334). lIeremotion alimmaturityi sd emonstratedbyth efactthat sheh asnotformed any
deep, meaningful connection s with anyone around her, includ ing her farnilyandfriends:
She feltabit lonely now. She'd have loved someone to talk to, to talk to
nonstop for about an hour, to tell everythi ng to. But-and she was
realizing this now, really-there was no one like that. She 'd loads of
friends but she only really knew them in a gang [...) Jackie had been her
best friend for years but now that was only because she saw her more often
than the othe rs, not because she knew her better. She'd never have been
able to tell Jackie about what had happened . They'd often talked about
fellas; what he did and how he did it and that sort of thing, but that had
only been fora laugh; messing. They hadn 't spoken seriously about
anythin g to do with sex since-since Sharon had her first period. Or
they 'd pretended it wasn 't serious . It was always fora laugh. Gigg ling,
roaring , saying things like,-I swear, Jackie, I was scarleh . (Doyle 182)
Sharon ' s feelings highlight the extent to which her relation ships with the people around
her remain at the surface level,e1ementaryand undeve1oped. She is left to carry the
burden of her secret by hersel f, which is unfortunate beeause validatio nmi ghth ave
provided her with the courage needed to name the child's father. Without a second
opinion. she cannot think of the "proper name" for what happened between her and
Burgess (Doyle 267). Clearly, she has not yet learned what makes an emotionally healthy
relationship . and she is uncerta in about what constitutes a violation of her rights.
Despite Sharon ' s emotional immaturity, some might argue that by choosing not to
identify her attacker, Sharon has actually asserted herri ghts-specifically,h er rightto
determine the course of her own life. Perhaps her repulsion toward Burgess after the
attack may be an indication that she has given more thought to identifying the father than
the reader is led to believe, and that she is actually taking the necessary precautionst o
prevent him from ever being part of the child ' s life. At the same time, Section 6 of the
1964 Guardianship of Infants Act states that the mother is to be the sole guardian ofa
child born outside of marriage. In otherword s,evenifBurgessbecam e awarco fh is
status as the child' s father, he would have absolutely no legal right to be part of the
baby' s life. Therefore , the legal prohibition of father-status in this case makes it seem as
if Sharon's concerns are related to the potential social effectso f public disclosure, not its
legal implications. Of course, in light of her fears about the negative attitudes of
neighbou rs and friends, it is more probable that she is held back by the fear thata ny
disclosure would affect the social dynamics of her close-knit neighbourhood. Burgess is
connected to Sharon' s family in several ways-his daughter is one ofSh aron'sclo sest
friends, and he is her younger brother ' s soccer coach and one of her father's drinking
buddies-and Sharon ' s decision is probably the resultofherc oncernabout potential
damage to these ties. Because Sharon is so young and apparently unaware of what
constitutes rape, she is embarrassed to admit that she has had sex with an 01der,m arried
man with a "dirty big belly" (Doyle 256).
Further, she is likely worried that the arbiters of the law might fail her. McGlynn
notes that Ireland' s pervasive willingness to blame the victim- such as is seen in t'so
many rape trial s"-<:ould indeed be a factor behin d Sharo n's diffidentsecond-guessing
about whether or not she gave sexua l consent to Burgess (Narrasivesof C.lass 107).
Then, there is also the poss ibility that Sharon ' s neigh bou rs and friends could choo se not
to be lieve her side of the story. Afte r all, whe n rum ou rs that Burgess may be the fathe r
begin circul atin g,hi sdaughlerYvonn e--<>nce such a good friend ofSh aron 's-
maliciously lell s eve ryone that her father pa id Sharon for sex and thai Sharo n " led him
on" (Doy le 273-2 74) . Thai suc h vicious gossi p co uld spread asa result of hearsa y
legitimizes Sharon ' s fears that the truth wo uld beget a full-fledg ed scan dal.
It is tellin g that the literary signs that underscore Sharo n's fears-her inability to
negotiate her position in the wider co mmunity . her co nsta nt ambivalence and worry about
the opinion s ofother.> , andtheunderlyingt ensionmanifested inherdrearns and visions-
arc the sa me ones that poinl to her in-betw een slate. She is capable of makin g her own
deci sion s but she still needs guidance in doin g so. In the sarne vein , as a child -adult who
is bearin g a child as a result of sexual assa ult, shc is in a unique positionto participate in
her sociel y:shehasbeen violated ,but she is oldenoughtomakedecision s as aresultof
this violation. Unfortunately. she does not take any ac tion aga inst her attack er. bcca use
desp ite sus pic ions that she could do so, the risks assoc iated with such actio nare too
significan t for her to even consi de r. Th e ambi valence she expe riences throu ghouth er
pregnan cy becau se of these circumstances results in her perpetual slate of worry and
apprehension.
It beco mes even more obvio us that Sharo n' s anx iety is linked to the arnbivale nee
of her in-be tween sla te, and the overall arnbivalenceof currentc hildhood in genera l,
when the other charact ers in the novel begin to dem onstrate their own ambi valence
toward her position. The adul ts in the novel are as wishy-washy as Sharon , and seem just
as immature beea use ofit. Burgess goes from bragging about his sexual escapad es with
Sharon in the loeal pub to grove lling with Sharon to make sure she does not tell his wife
abo ut what happened ; then, in his middle-ageeri sis, he leaves his wife in seeret pursuit of
a life with Sharon . Eventually, when he rea lizes that Sharon will have none of this, he
returns home to be with his wife. Jimmy is similarly ambiva lent about his fee lings
toward Sharon ' s pregnanc y: at first, he is pleased for her, agreeing with his buddies atth e
pub that she is a "modern girl" (205). But when Burgess leaves home and people start to
wonder ifhe might be the child ' s father , Jimmy is so embarrassed that his daughter might
have had sex with a middle-aged married man that he completel y stops talk ingtohcrand
comeshomefromthepubwith abloodynosetomakeherfeel guiltythathehadt o
"defend her honou r" (277) . Then, after Sharon threatens to move out, Jimm y become s
overprotective of her, offering to be present in the delivery room when she has the child .
Even Veronica is uncertain how she feels. At first, she c!aims that " it' s not right"
that Sharon got pregnant outs ide of marria ge (149), but when Burgess's wife showsup on
the Rabbitte' s doorstep armed with insults for the girl who has been "messin' aro und"
with her husband, Veronica ' s guard ian instincts takeo ver; she punches Doris Burgess in
the nose (252). The juvenile act ions of the adults in the novel refleet the part 0 fJan s' s
lheoryth atelaimsmaturntioni spart of bothchildhoodand adulthood .
Clearly, since none of the adults in the novel know how to deal with Sharon' s
sensiti ve position, she is not alone in her ambivalence. But the reader is also forced to
deal with similar conflicting emotions as the story progresses, First of all. we donot lcarn
how Sharon has become pregnant for over forty pagcs, despite the fact that the entire
novcli s bascdu pon this evenI. Then,d espite Sharon' s eventual contention thal the
child 's fatherisa random Spanish sailor, we know that fewpcople in the text actually
bclieveher story." Anxiety is generated by the way controversy is hidden in the text,
The issues ofscxual assault and abortion are both casually swept under the rug.
In the section to follow,l will discuss lhe way uncomfortable issues bccome
eclipscd throughanexarninalionof Barrytown'somniprescnt humour,w hiehscrves 10
further prescrve the neighbourhood ' s culture of avoidance. Just as the characters try t0
quell their own worry through jo kes and "s lagging" (McGlynn, Narratives of Cla:ss 108),
Doyle's comic realism intentionally divertsourfocus from the moreseriousconcernsin
the novel. Conscquently, tensionariscsbctween the novel' s humour and the deeper
issuesob scurcd by this humour. The action occurs in-between this lighthearted humour
and the weightier problems that remain veiled. so that the novel becomes a site of anxiety
similar to that felt by Sharon.
me amer mer
2.3 A "very fuckin' complicated" situation
By the time Sharon's due date is upon them the Rabbitte family, and Jimmy in
particular, hegins to acknowledge the precarious nature of Sharon's position. Sitting on
the couch reading about pregnancy with Sharon. Jimmy cries out, " It' s very fuckin'
complicated. isn't it?" (Doyle 300). But his words speak to more than the physica1
intricacieso fpregnanc y. gesturingt owardsth c waysth atSh aron' s in-hetween slate
makes hcr pregnancy more "complicated" than prcgnancy might he typically conceived.
Sharon ' s slatusas part-child part-woman contributes to his vexed interpretation, and
heeomesan impetus for his avoidance of the subjec t of her pregnancy through humour.
Barrytown' s cu\ture of avoidance is evident in the way The Snapper is written.
Theprose mostly consistsofwittydi alogue,w hieh leaves little room for prosean alysisof
the issues presented by the plot, Characters rarely have conversations that consistof
anything more than teasing and everyday parley; the topics of their quick and witty banter
do not go far heyond their own neighbourhoods. They seldom speak muItiple sentenees
togetherheforegettingaresponse.Further,t he novel ispepperedwith silencesand the
reader is foreed to piece together bits of information in order to hetter understand
Sharon' s intentions. This is made ironic by the fact that little access is allowed into
Sharon' s thoughts throughout the novel; her feelings remain uncertain. Even when her
emotions are revealed,an xiety and uncertainty result hecause Sharon's inner thoughts are
mostly about anxiety. Also, important aspects of these emotions are left unacknowledged
and unexplored; there is a constant implication of deeper issues without any direct
admission that they exist. Sharon' s failure to aeknowledge her sexual assauIt-either
pub licall y or to hersel f-leaves open the question ofwhetherheravoidance is the result
of embarrassme nt or if she is genuinely unaware of what constitutes rape. The
amb ivalent actions outli ned above sugges t that she is afraid of the public disgrace that
might be caused ifi t wer e known that she had sex (wi lling ly or unwilling ly) wi th a
middle-aged married man , but her admission that she does not know if what happened
co uld be call ed rape hints that she is gen uinely uninform ed abo ut sexua l assault. Perhaps
she has not been edu cated abo ut her own rights as a child or a woman.
Either way, humour is Sharon ' s strategy for deflecti ng attention awa yfromt he
circ umstances of her pregnanc y. From the beginning, she is forced to make light of her
situat ion and mute her sense of violation , using a made-u p story about a Span ish sailor to
deflect suspicion from Burge ss, Then , because affa irs in Barry town are never sec reto r
private,j okin garoundwithherfriendsbecomes a copin gmechani sm and a wayforhert o
make sure the identit y of her unborn child 's father rema ins a secret. To publicly rend er
the issue as serious as it actua lly is would be to bring additional attention to her
ci rcumstances, and she need s to avoid this extra attention beca use of her own
embarrass men t and to preserve her farn ily ' s socia l ties and reputati on .
In the nov el, humour becomes a survival mec hanism so that Sharo n can prove to
herself that she does not need to fear Burgess or the pregnancy he has caused . But her
laughte r- bornout oftheneedto survive in a working-cl assn eighbourh ood-is
repressive becau se it enables her to ignore the seriousness of the issues she is facing.
Thus, her humour allows her to min imize her tragedy and fail to assert her rights as an
active citizen; it also prevents Burgess from bein g villa inized -even though, bysexually
assau lting Sharon, he has taken her rights away . When Sharon jokes around with her
family and friends about the pregnancy, her action s do the same thing as the derogatory ,
female-spec ific local slagging that "obscures the possibility of rape" in Burgess ' s own
mind (McGlynn , Narratives a/Class J08). Then. because of the comic nature of the
novel and the film, the poss ibility of rape become s obscured.
One issue that is glossed over without using humour in the novel isthepossibili ty
of abortion for Sharo n. Itisnotablethatfor allherambivalence ,abortionistheoneissue
about which she appears to have strong ethical viewpoints ; further , it seem s to be the only
thing about which she is completely definitive. When her parents ask whether she will
"keep" the baby, she provides them with such a stock response ("Abo rtion ' s murder")
thatl aml efi wondering about the reasons behind it (Doyle I50): Has she actually given
the abortion quest ion any critical thought? Or, does she push the idea out of her mind
because it is too difficult for her to fathom? Or, has thc novel refused insight into such
thoughts? Is shej ust saying this because she know s it is what her parents will want to
hear? Certa inly, the novel gives no indication that pregnancy is somethingtowhich
Sharon has previously given much thought.
PerbapsSharonhasthought long and hard about what she would do in such a
situation, although there is evidence in thc novei tos uggest otherwise. Sharon is not one
who regularly thinks about her emotion s and how things make her feel. When she
becomes pregnant, she has to borrow a book from the library to learn about the chang es
her body will undergo during pregnanc y; tellingly, the book also detai ls some of the
emoti onal changesofien felt by pregnant women. but this section only leaves Sharon
more confused . After her failed attempt at soul -searching, she becomes more inclined to
read about what is happening to her physically, not emotionally . Also , Sharon 's thoughts
are constantly focused on how to hide the identity of the father, and she never once
critically examines all the alternatives open to her . The possibility that Sharon might
allow the baby to be adopted by a family who wants it is left unmentioned , and the
abortion question is never raised again .
Jimmy , too, avoids the deeper emotional implications of serious issues through his
use of humour . His tendencies reveal an underlying anxiety and in tum also point to the
silence s in the text. Everything he talks about with his buddies in the pub is turned into a
joke , and when conversations at home become more complicated than the banal ones on
television he shows instant signs of distress, "getting red" and changi ng the subject by
offering money to his children to go buy sweets (Doyle 272) . Of course , Jimmy comes
by his surface mentality honestly ; his friends constantly make fun ofeach other to try to
befunny. But when these friends stan being careful about what they say around him
because they know he is embarrassed about Sharon, Jimmy is quick to catch on and says
to Bimbo : "I don 't like [the guys being] nice. I prefer them the other way; bollixes "
(Doyle 269). He probably does not realize why, but Jimmy knows that he prefers to use
humourinsteadofhavingtotrytocometotermswiththemoremeaningfulfaeetsofhis
relationships .
Several comments made by Jimmy further hint that there is a more profound sense
of irony created through absences than what the text might initially suggest, McCarthy
notesthe ingenuousnessbehindoneof Jimmy'scommentswhilewatchinga television
news story about child abuse in the UK: "At least it's not goin' on over here," he says
(Doyle 244) . His words point out the irony of his ignorance; it is indeed going on-his
daughter's pregnancy is the result of sexual abuse--buthehaschosen not to considerthat
it might have been abuse that led to her condition . When he later mentions the news
program to his buddies at the bar, they start imagining hypothetical situationsthatmight
get adults in trouble, but as soon as sexual abuse is hinted at- "Yehhaveto [...1mess
around with their---"-theychidethemselves for tumingthe issue into ajokeand the
subject is quickly changed (Doyle 249). Later in the novel, Jimmy sings along to the
radio,andthewordsofthesongreflecthisblindnesstotheabuserightinfrontofhim,
alerting us to the surface mentality perpetuated by his constant use of humour: " I' M THE
GREAT PRE-TE·HENDER" (Doyle 335). Indeed, Jimmy is good at pretending that
everything is funny when it actually is not, though this method of coping withanxietyis
elementary.
Jimmy's words reveal more than his naivete, though: they point to the text' s
avoidance of the abuse that caused Sharon's pregnancy to begin with. We are much more
attunedtoJimmy'swordsbecauseofallthe "pretending "thatcharactersengagein
throughoutthenovel:SharonpretendsshehasbeenimpregnatedbyaSpanishsailor,the
Rabbittes ' pretend that they believe her, and Burgess pretends that his assaultwasas
much Sharon 's fault as his. These lyrics-s-coming from the mouth of Jimmy, whose
character has become almost as large as Sharon 's-also alert the reader to the fact that the
story, and our attention. should really be fixated on Sharon. Sharon 's ironic absence from
much of the text as a result of this focus on Jimmy points to the other gaps that exist
within it, such as the lack of explicit acknowledgement of the sexual assault that occurred
to make Sharon pregnant in the first place and the lack of textual space to dea I with
alternatives for Sharon's unborn child . The song's lyrics thus underline theironical
evasion of serious issues related to women and children on the part of the novel's
The arnb ivalent tension created by the novel as a result of its silences andhumour
is connected to the anxiety demonstrated by Sharon , Burges s, Jimmy and Veronica, who
are left baffied about what to do when they leam of Sharon's condition. Thisuncertainty
is heightened since Sharon's level of emotional maturityalreadyplaces her in an in-
between position. Some critics argue that The Snapper illustrates Sharon's maturation
from child to adult (Cronin 57·58 ; White 68) . However, the novel cannot be conceived of
asa bildingsroman because Sharon, although physically an adult , still exhibi ts
emotionally childlike traits after she gives birth . Cararnine White claims that , by narning
her baby Georgina, Sharon "advertis[es) and gloriflies] thebaby'sdifference"and
"forc[es) others to accept" the child 's paternity (71) . Her actions , writes White, show that
she has achieved a "sense of personal independence" (71). But Sharon 's st rategyis
passive-aggressive; instead of directly addressing the issue ofthechild 's paternity , she
makesajoke out of it. Thus , Sharon's final action of the novel serves to underline her
adolescence. not her maturity.
Together with Sharon's arnbiguous in-between position, the anxiety created by the
novel's silences and humour can be linked to what critics have noted in term softheway
simultaneous progression and regression make it seem as if Barrytown's society isneither
moving forward or backward. lnthenovel,both silences andhum ourp resenttheirown
arnbivalence; onthe surface,the yar ec omedic,buttheyin advertentlypoint to serious
women' s issues. It is possible that some will read The Snapper as a comedy and give no
thought whatsoever to gender equality, sexual assault ora bortion- issuesth at are d early
present in the novel and within the "new" Irish spirit. The way the novel glosses over
these issues using humour creates an arnbivalence that threatens to undo aspects of
progression within the arena of women ' s rights in "new Ireland." As much as new Irish
attitudes have become embedded in the nation' s culture, deeply-entrenched conservative
Applying Sharon's case to theories of active citizenship for children and women
also presents anarnbi valent dilemma. Even though Sharon lives in a society governed by
laws that can potentially address her situation and ensure that her attacker is brought to
justice, her anxiety (caused by the tension between contemporary attitudes towards
pregnancy and residual patriarchal attitudes about childbearing) prevents her from coming
forward. Not a child but not yet an adult, she does not etTectivelyasse rt her rights of
citizenship and thus hcr case cannot be neatiy applied to theories of participation and self-
determination. Sharon's in-between state at the onset of her pregnancy underlines the
precarious status of children who have children in contemporary Ireland . Italso
demonstrates that, for girls who find themselves in arnbiguous positions, theoriesof
children ' s citizenship and women' s rights cannot necessarily provide an appropriatemod e
of action to ensure that their needs are adequately met.
The next chapter will explore a similar ambiguity in Edna O'B rien' s Down by the
River. O' Brien's novel artis tical ly renders the events of the 1992 X case, acourt
proceedin g that brought to light issues about children's rights and abortio n thro ugh its
extensive attention in the Irish press. The nove l creates a new narrati ve abo ut the case by
fictionalizing the factual events. But O'Brien's use of the novel form is problemati c
beca use it does not effec tive ly rally support for the rights o f you ng girls whoh ave
children in Ireland today. Instead, the fictional rendering of factual events in Down by the
River winds up demonstrat ing empathy for those on all sides of the abortion debate. Just
as citizenshi p theories are difficu lt to apply to Sbaro n'scase in The Snapper , Down by the
River illustrates the di fficulti es inherent in applying the details ofa real-worIdjudiciaJ
proceed ing to a literary and ethical examina tion of issues particu lar to women and girIs.
Chapter Three
Down by the River: Pushi ng Bound a ries th rou gh th e Adap tat ion of
Edna O'Brien 's 1990's trilogy (House a/Splendid Isolation, Down by the River.
and IViid Decembers) continues her interest in interrogating taboo subjects such as issues
offemaleidentityandsexuality,violenceandself-destruction,andpowerrelations
between man and woman in patriarchal twentieth-century Ireland. Critics readily
acknowledge the politics at work in O'Brien 's fiction, generally , and Down by the River.
with its fictionalization of the 1992 xcase , is no exception, In a survey of critical
responses to O'Brien's work, Lindahl-Raittila writes that over the years many crit ics have
dismissed O' Brien 's writing as "pornography disguised as literature " and "nco-feminist
propaganda~ (74). Rebecca Pelan fears that,eventoday,the "intrusivesubject-matter~so
centra l to O' Brien's work has too often been criticized as unsuitab le or ignored as
unimportant(74). Inthefollowingcriticalhistoty,lwilldelveintosomeofthe
controversia l issues that have been noted by critics , includingabortion.the lack of
empa thy demonstrated by the Catholic Church ,the failure of the Church to ensure the
well-being of women and children in Ireland, and the abjection and silencing of women .
That discussion will lead into a consideration of the way O'Brien's adaptati on of the X
case into fiction demonstra tes that girls in Ireland deserve to actively assert their own
citizenship and participate in making important decisions about their lives . Inherarticle
"Petrifying Time: Incest Narratives from Contemporary Ireland, " Christine St Peter
writes that Down by the River "pushes the imagin ation beyond the fictivetext [and back]
into the world where realchange has to be created " (142). I agree and argue further that
O'Brien uses the empathy involved in adaptation to push forward and demand change in
the arena of children 's rights in Ireland .
St.PeterplacesDownbytheRiv erwithin a subgenreoflrishwomen's "exile "
writing , which includes stories of unwanted pregnancy , criminalized abortion , rape and
incest and thus gives "artistic form to radically new content " (Chang ing lr eland 46). This
content is "new" precisel y because the Irish state has been so bound up in ties with the
Cathol ic Church that altempts to speak openly about sex have largely been silenced .
Indeed,Roman Catholi cideologyh ashelpedconstructtraditionalfarnilyrolesthat
maintain those "gendered systems of dominance and subordination, control and
acquie scence" and lead to the criminali zation of abortion in the first place (St.Peter,
"Petrifying Time" 126-7). Heather Ingman writes that Ms. X' s experiences, and in tum
Mary MacNarnara's, expose the anti-abortion rhetoric of the Catholic Church "as a
violent form of nationalist identity politic s in which a coherence is establi shed between
the materialit y of the nation (as it is manif ested in the state judicial structure) and the
materialit y of women ' s bodies" (qtd. in Ingman 190). In the same vein, Irish
reproductive justice scholar Kathryn Conrad notes that the way the Irish nation has fixed
the foetus as an autonomous entity is in line with the symbolic fixation of Ireland ' s
national boundarie s to make itself appear to be the " last hastionofmoral and sexual
purily ," securefromoutsideatlacks(qtd.inConradI60). In this, she says, Ireland has
ach ieved a distinctive identit y within Europe through its denial towomen of full rights of
citizenship (Conrad 161) . Ireland 's offici al poli tical stanc e in abortion debate s reflects its
"desire to remain 'fetal'-apolitical entit y unwillin g fully to [sic] acknowl edge its
relati onship with a changing [...] Europe~ (Conrad 172).16
Heather Ingman critici zes the words of fict ional female fanatic s who reproduce
this stan ce in the novel; theyanempt to possess Mary ' s body by insisting that the foetusi s
"not [Mary'sl child,~ thus insinuating that both foetus and mother belong to the Church
and state (Ingman 190) . It is through chara cte rs such as these pro-life fanati cs-who
manipulateMaryand"useherfortheirownpurposes,~withoutconsiderationofher
"health , her future life , or her own desires" (Norton 83)-that O'Brien's stance on the X
case and the Irish abortion debate become s clear : she believe s it is the girl' s choice ,
alone, to decide to terminate or continue with the pregnanc y. Thu s, in her adaptation,she
pushe s the aforementioned "moral " boundaries that have been so carefull y place-d by the
Irish nation . Ann Norton calls Down by the Rive, "a fierce defence of legal abortion and
an excoriation of what O 'Brien presents as the personal hypocrisy [and] fanatic ism of its
opponents~(83·84). Norton claim s that Mary' s distinctly Joycean epiphany at the end of
the novel reflects her recognition of these hypocri sies and "the valueoflove as Chri51
preachedilandnotaspatriarchalreligiousregimesinterpretit~ (85). This notion that the
Cath olic Church does not alway s practice the love that it preaches--and that the Church 's
interpretations of religious doctrine are often inconsi stent with the tenets it hoIds in
highest regard-will become particu larly significan t in the discussion to folIow, as well
as in the main body of th is chapter.
Despite the ind ividual autonomy that has been afforded to both foetus and mother
in Ireland, however, boundaries become blurred asa result of Mary 's level of maturi ty in
Down by the River. Like Sharon, Mary holds the in-between posi tion of part-child, part-
adult. She is physically mature enough to reproduce but not yet emotionally mature
enough to even prope rly describe the assa ult she has experie nced. LindenPeachargues
that it becomes clear through O'B rien's omniscient descrip tions of Mary ' s thoughtsthat
she "does not have the language to express what her father does to her" and is too
emotionally immature to understand what is happen ing (Conte mporory 76). Because she
does not understand sex and intimacy, she describe s the act according to how it makes her
feel and what she experiences via her senses . Thus, the horror of what happens can only
Darkness then, a weight of darkness exce pt for one splotch of sunligh t on
his shoulder and all the differing motions, of water, of earth, of body, [...]
An empt y place, a place cut off from every place else and her body too, the
knowin g part of her body getting separate d from what was happenin g
down there [...] Criss-cross waxen sheath, uncrissing,unc rossing. Mush.
Wet, different wets [...] 0 quenched and empty world . An eternity of time,
then a shout, a chink of light , the ground easing back up, gorse prickles on
her scalp and noth ing ever the same again and a feeling as of having half-
died. (O 'Bri en 4)
Mary ' s immaturity, highlighted through the lack of sexua l terrns she uses to describe her
assa ult, shows that she does not fit with in any distinct boundary; she is neitherch ildnor
adult. As I will arg ue in the sections to follow, her position goes hand in hand with
O'Brien ' s fictional adaptation of the X case to gesture towards a potential breach in the
barriers to Irish reproductive justi ce.
3.1 Characterization,s ilence ande ntmpment
Critics have given much attention to the way O'Bri en demonstrates empathy to all
her characters in the novel, including those who do not treat Mary with the respeet she
deserves. Remarkabl y, O'Brien presents Mary' s rapist in a more compassionate light
than the female activists who try to protect the unborn child at the expense of Mary' s
well-being . Sophia Hillanclaims that O'Brien treats Mary' s father "with great delicacy";
he is "not portrayed asa monster" (152) but rather as a father who "loves his daughter"
despite "his self-hatred and despair" (151). However,HilI an isquicktopoint out thatin
spite of the compassionate light in which she portrays him, O'Bri en repeatedly
demonstrates the "horror of [Jarnes MacNarnara' s] actions" (152). Norton writes
extensively on the assault Mary endures, and claims that when Mary' s father forces her to
perforrnfellatio, "shethinks almostob jectively abouttheexperience as aph ysical union,
describing it to herself both to minimize its terror [...] and to understand it, recognizing
her father' s essential humanity even as he commits violence" (89). Later in the novel, her
father saves a mare and her foal by perforrningan emergencybre echdeliv ery, and Mary
recognizes his "absolute and instantaneous rapport with the animal, so tender andtru e
such as he had never shown her nor her mother or possibly anyone" (O' Brien 63). Inthi s
moment, says Norton , Mary sees that her father "is good as well as evil, that he has the
capacity for love eve n as he manifests its oppos ite" (9 1). In much the same way that the
Catholic Church demonstrates this doub le capacity for compassio n and cruelty , so too
does Mary ' s father.
who "mete out self-righteous punishment " for Mary ' s "dual sins of premari tal sex and
attempted abortion" (Norton 90). Norton notes the way in which the kindness and
concern demonstrated by Mary ' s headm aster- who perceptive ly discerns the untold fact
that Mary's father is also the father of the unbo rn child-is direct ly contrasted with the
attitude of her friend's mother, who refuses to acknowledge the truth desp ite Mary ' s
soiled undergarments: proof that she was violently raped (90) . Further, themalej udges
sense the incestuous undertones of Mary ' s story despite the fact that. like Sharo n
Rabbitt e, she never reveals the identity of her rapist. The women activists with whom
Mary lives throughout the pregnan cy fail to apprehend these connotations 0 frape on the
part of Mary ' s father. Even though O'Bri en is more compassio nate toward her male
characte rs than toward the female activ ists, she demonstrates authorial emp athy to all,
Norton views Mary's revelation at the karaoke bar at the end of the novel as "pure r" than
the typical Joycean epiph any precisely because it demonstrates the importance of "loving
others for their own sakes" (86). Thus ,O ' Brien's "p lea for mercy" extends to all her
characters-"even, especia lly, those who use and hurt Mary" (Norton 84). This
compassionate presen tation of Mary ' s enemies leads Lindahl-Raittila to concludeth at
Down by the River actually performs the empathetic revelat ion called forth by the child
ghost in O' Brien's House of Splendid Isolalion:"The same blood and the sarnetcars drop
from the enemy as from the self, though not always in the same proportion " (O'Brien
216). GivenO'Brien'spredilectionforexploringempathythroughherwriting,IwiII
return to that subject later in my own analysis of Down by the River.
In addition to empathy, critics have examined the way O'Brien uses entrapment
children in lreland,and thus point to the gridlock Ireland has reached in terms of these
issues . Lindahl-Raittila points out that Mary is caged on all levels: her father wishes to
possessherbodysexually,theauthoritiesattempttocontrolherphysicalmovement
throughout the country and abroad,and zealots attempt to control her every action (81).
Perhaps the most explicit physical manifestation of Mary 's entrapment is highlighted
when O'Brien describes how "often at night [Mary] felt a foot hooking around her own or
an arm clutching her" because the pro-life activists insist on sleeping in Mary'sbedto
prevent her from trying to escape or injure herself and the unborn child (O'Brien 186).
The authorities, and the ideologies they propagate, also entrap Mary by silen cingher. St.
Peter points out that Mary 's fear of speaking out iscontlated with the trauma she
experiences after her father forces her to perform fellatio; afterwards. she feels her tongue
is "gone [...] stiff and defiled " (O'Brien 29). Her mouth and tongue become "enemies"
(O'Brien 29) because of the actions her father has forced upon her and . asa resuIt,sheis
silenced and refuses to speak to those around her. Mary 's father is also silent , though
Peach claims this silence is demonstrated through useof"evasive"languagethrough
which James denies "the reality in which he is engaged "; his silence is different from
Mary's because it is the result of avoidance (Contemporary 76). Inplacingthesetwo
very difTerent manife station s of silence side by side, O'B rien hints at the man y and varied
reasons why silence has permeated discu ssions about abort ion, incest, and child abuse in
Silence and entrapment are closel y intertwin ed with the ideaofabjcction inDown
by the River and, together , they illustrate the extent to which Ireland's well-entrenched
patriarchal attitude s have created the current abortion and sexual assault legislation. They
alsounderlinehowthislegislationenslavesyoung girlsandleavesthem with nowhere to
tum. Lindahl-Raittila discusses the ways in which Mary is humiliated and degraded ;
dubbed "Mary Magdalene " by angry pro-life rs on a local radio show, she is "c hased by
the media and talked about in every come r of the country [...] a prisoner who is watched
every minute of the day" (81) . Several critics have focused on how the novel portrays
attempts by the Catholic Church to quell women 's freedom of choice. Heather Ingman
draws atten tiontothewayreligiousiconographydeniesm atemal subjcctivit y in the
novel , by insinuating itself into all aspec ts of Mary ' s life, includ ing her bedroom-the
private place where she should feel most safe and at ease--which, in Dublin , she shares
with the pro-life rs and which at home is "dominated" by a statue of the Virgin Mary
(190) . Ingman makes the powerful argument that this statue become s a physical reminder
of the abuse Mary has sufTered and of the fact that because of this abuse she cannot live
up to the Church's ideals of chastity (190) . The novel thus confinns "th e accuracy of
Kristeva ' s argument that the Catholic construct of the Virgi n Mary has been used to
silence and control women" (Ingman 190). Ingman argues that Mary, and her right to
choose what happens to her , ultimately features as the abject of the Irish na tion in the
But by the end of the novel,M ary is neith er abjec t, entrap ped nor siIenl.
Accordin g to Ingman, her spo ntaneo us miscarri age is her body 's way of"provi d[ing] her
wi th a way out" (J 9l ). Similar ly, the tears she sheds beco me an impetus to the final
outcome of her situatio n; beca use she has no other outlet for her emotio ns. her body
forces her to cry and her lawyer conse quently understands " what shecannol speak out
loud" and chooses to fight her case (Ingman 191). Marybreaks thro ugh her si lence in
much thesarnewaythatsheunde rminestheforcesthathavealtemptedtoimprisonher
body, choosi ng to sing at the karaoke bar at the end of the novel. No rton writes that
Mary's song " may see m trivia l,"but that because she has been silenced by all levels of
soc iety, she is a charac ter for whom "any se lf-asse rtio n [is] risky" : al lowi ng hersel f to be
heard is a maj or coup , both literall y and figurat ively (87).
In the final scene in the novel,the silence tha t before now was profoundl y feh by
Mary is transfe rred to the audie nce , O 'Brien writes that this " sudden and melti ng
silence " occurs because what the peop le in the audie nce are heari ng is an "answer to their
ownsouls'innermostcries"(265). Norto n claims tha t it is because these people are ab le
to get in touch with their"'innermost'selves, uncensored by socia l,po liticaI ,orcultural
rules or memories" that they are able to recognize Mary's positio n as a "sca pegoat, and a
human being who has suffere d and survive d," and thus give hertheir "reconciliat ion,
respect , and love" (84 ). What critics have missed ,th ough,i s the roleMary ' s child, slatus
has played in helpin g her to achieve this favo ur. It is not simp ly the audience's
recognitio n of her humanity that has permitted Mary to stand before them and be heard ; it
is also a result of their " innermost" instinct to care for and protect the girl becauseshe is
young and vulnerab le, and their innate recognitio n that sbe epitomizes humanity beca use
she is a child. Despit e the fact that it shows empathy to all its charac ters, O'Brien's nove!
dem onstrates that in the same way that the audience and disc jockey acknowledge Mary ' s
right to sing, so too must the Irish state pennit all its child ren to play a suitable role in
determin ing the outcome of their own lives.
3.2 Adap ting the story ofan adapting individual
No critic of Down by the River has yet exami ned Mary's posi tion in terms of
children's citizenship; mention of it in the scholarship wri tten about the X case is likewise
scarce . Lisa Smyth has explored the X case in depth , but she analyzes it in terms of the
gove mme nt's eontinued denial of full citizens hip to women, not its denialoffull
citize nship to female children in particular ( I 13).17 The fact that child citizenship is left
unmentioned is surprising given the medium through wh ich O'Brie n chooses to tell Ms.
X'sstory. The adaptation offaet to fiction points directly to the fact that Mary's
inco nsistent age and circ umstance s are forcing her into adaptation herself. Both
pregnancy and ado lescence force the female bod y to adapt , and so Mary is forced to show
that she is doub ly ada ptab le, as both child and mother . In the rest of this chapter , I wi ll
unravel the way O'Brien goes from recognizing the rea l-life Ms. X's child- statu s. and
empathiz ing with her posi tion, to fictionalizing-and givi ng what St. Peter ca lls " new
artis tic form "-to Ms. X's si tuatio n (Changing Ireland 46). What is " uns poken or
unspeakable" in the silence of the novel 's fina l scene becomes artistically rend eredand
ges tured towards , though perhaps not fully arti culated, through O'Brie n's work
(Changing Ireland 46) . Such full artic ulation is difficult because, as St. Peter writes , it is
a "stru gg le" to "give convinci ngverhal form " to " radica lly new content " that has , until
now, bee n beyo nd descri ptio n (Changing Ireland 46). And to write a fictionalization of
the X case in I996-whic h, in Cath olic Ireland, was largely beyond description at Ihe
time-would have made for content that was truly "rad ical" and " new."
The strugg le of the adaptation process is evide nt in O 'Brie n's work, as she adjusts
the facts of the case in order to crea te a wo rk of'fict ion . In the paragra phs that follow, I
will examinethe tension createdasO'B rien attempts to give the respect due to the real-
life story o f Ms. X while also trying to create a new narrati ve, and how this tens ion relates
to the citizenship tha t should be permitted for Mary-as it should have been forMs. X.
3.3 Adapti ng to the challe nges of adaptation
Because precise detai ls of the X case have nol been publicallydisclosed, O' Brien
is largely able to take libert ies with her fictional izatio n in Down by the River . Signi ficant
aspects of the story are changed, such as the identity of the attacker: the real-l ife Ms. X
was attac ked by her father's friend, but Mary is raped by her own father (Battles).
However, O'B rien's overall purpose (to show that even though Ms. X was a child, it was
her choice to decide to trave l to England to terminate the pregnancy) becomes
problematized as a result of her adapta tion. The challe nges that arise through adaptation
are similar to those that emerge when Jans' s theory is applied to the reaJworld.
Ostensibly, some fictional changes to the orig inal story strengthen the argument
that abo rtion should have been permitted in the X case . Unlike Ms. X, Mary is attacked
by her own father, and so the baby will be the result of incest; just as rape often makes
abortion more just ifiable in the eyes of moderates, rape and incest together would make it
doubl y jus tifiable. But on the other hand, Mary ' s unique circ umstances make the ethics
of her decision more complex than they were in the real-life story, since Mary refuses to
reveal the identity of her attacke r. Because she feels a familial duty to protect her father ,
she is unab le to jus tify her reasons for needing to have an abortion . Thus , even though
Mary 's circumstances make it seem as if abortion might be a viable option. the fictiona l
rendering complicates any argume nt that might be made about abortion in the real- life
story . The fictional ization detracts from the argument that Ms. X should have been
allowed to make her own decision about what happened to her unborn child .
The level of empath y demonstrated toward the fanatical pro-life rs also detracts
from Mary ' s case: when the intentions of these women is made clear , it becomes slightly
more difficult to sympathize with Mary' s situation and come to an understand ing of why
active citizenship is so important for girls like her . In a description of one of the initial
meetin gs of the pro-life group, one woman ' s thoughts are painstakingly revealed : she
cases , like sleeping dolls; a little baby boy in a lavatory bowl, twins with bindingtwine
around their necks [...]" (17). The leader of the group brings information and piclure s 10
the meetin g, which are meticul ously described :
Rammed down their throats are the detail s of the tiny thing, when it starts
to make a fist, suck its thumb , get hiccups, swim, do somersaults and even
sneeze [...] Roisin is holding up two pictures, two contrast ing picture s, a
contented baby , curled up in a womb, and a tom baby, its body mangled,
pools of black blood in the crevic es and in the empt y crater of its head.
Arms go up, forearms go up which Roisin pulls aside, forcing them to
look,to witness the butchery done in England and elsewhere by a clique 0 f
killers . She dilates on the method s-c-curettin g, suction, salt poisoning,
Caesarean . (O'Brien 16-17)
Reading such graphic passag es, we cannot help but understand why these charac ters feel
it is so important to protect the lives of the unborn. O' Brien's descript ion appea ls to the
innate, primal parts of our human natures, which have been shaped to love and care for
the young and vulnerable . But several questions remain : what if the mother of the unborn
is young and vulnerabl e herself? Is it fair to treat the unborn with compas sion at the cost
of mistreatin g the mother who is bearing the child , especially when that mother is herself
achild? Since so many women determined to end their pregnancie s find some way to do
so despite its illegality , does it not make more sense to regulate its practice 10 ensure that
the procedure is carried out using the most humane methods possible, and before the
foetus is fully developed? Although the adaptation of fact to fiction is vexed, it opens up
new possibilities for such cultural explora tion. In the next section, I will show that even
thoughO' Brien'sfictionalizationco mplicates thearg ument thatyo ung mothers should
have control over the decisions made about their lives, the novel still provides a space
through which important real-life questions about child citizenship can be considered.
3.4 Fiction and empathy
By adapting the story so that Mary is raped by her father O'Brien brings in the
issue of incest, a moral and legal taboo, and thus permits the exploration ofconcems
gestured toward by the X case, though not directly related to il. Thus, although the
attacker's identity at first seems 10make the case more one-dimensional, itactually
complicates thep icturean d raises more questionst han therea l-Iifes tory." Mary's
conflicting feelings toward her father make it excruciating ly difficult for her tos how
authoritiesthatsheisjustifiedinwan ting to leavethecouotryforanabortion.Sheis
brutally afraid of her father because of his physical and sexual abuse of her, but.as
Norton notes, she is unwilling to identify him as her attacker because sheal so recognizes
his gentler side (Norton 91). Mary admits that she does not hate her father (O'Brien 235),
and when the pro-life women take her in, she asks them 10 bring her back to him because
she realizes that she is lonelier with them than she eve r was with him ( 188). Heranguish
after James rapes her is not just for herself, but she also feels "sorrow for being witness to
the outcast's forlornness of him" (85) . Despite her ambivalence toward her father,
though , Mary is certain about what must be done about the child she is having for him;
unfortun ately Betty, the one person able to help her, gets cold feet and brings her back to
Ireland on the night before she is to terminate the pregnancy. Still, Mary is unwillin g to
implicate her father. Although her right to citizens hip demonstrates that shes hou ldbe
able to travel freely, she fails to assert this right when she chooses to remai n silentinstead
of justifyi ng the reaso ns behind her decision .
But there is evidence to suggest that. even if Mary had named her attacker, the
opinions of others would not necessaril y have been swayed . Even though she never
artic ulates (or even think s) the words that would convic t her father,everyone knows what
has happen ed because Mary cannot help but drop hints throughout her pregnancy. Just as
Barrytown knows who Sharon ' s attacker really is but never art iculatesthis knowledge,
there are numerous indications that Mary' s family and friends suspec t she hasbeen
sexua lly assau lted by her father, and that her father is also the father of her unbo rn child.
First. Lizzie the neighbour almost catc hes James mid-rape in the henhouse (66) ; later, on
adaytriptoalocalshrine,shenodsknowinglyandsaysthat"Godwill understan d"
Mary ' s euphemistic message: "Please cure my father 's epilepsy" (69) . Ano ther
anonymous neighbour calls the authori ties because she fears that "so mething funny [is)
going on" at the MacNamara ' s, where "a man and his daughter [are living) alone" (72).
When Mary ' s best friend Tara finds out about the pregnancy, she realizes the truth, in an
awfu l mome nt recalling having found Maryone day in an "aunosphereofterror, [her)
bruises , her clothes on the floo r beside her father 's shoes, things so awfu l that she blanked
them out" (148 ). Marydropsseveral hints of her own, trying with al l her heart to make
someone understand witho ut actua lly saying the words : at one poin t, "stari ng into
[Betty ' sl face and beyond itt otheinner pe rson," she adm itsthatthebaby ''w ouldn 't be
right"- that"i t would be a freak" (125) . She tell s her lawyer that " her father would
soo ner [the unborn baby] was dead" (20 1).
Alone with their tho ughts, thcj udges even admit to themselves that "the factof
[therapist) being the fathe r" makes the case "al l the more sticky " (O 'B rien 246) . But
these details atTect thei r opi nions very little, because in thei r next mee ting they begi nto
quote the law books: "The unbo m shal l not be moved from the jurisdiction of the
court ...It 's wrin en...Sacrosan ct" (253), demonstrat ing the black-an d-whitementalityof
many who uph old the law in Ireland and everywh ere else. Thejudges'wordsalso
underlin e the theocra tic und ertones of Irish legislation .19 But like the theories of Jansand
Conrad, the law is not an exact science; in real-life situations that contain ci rcumstances
beyond those covered in the statutes, the law beco mes complicated so that there is no way
that it can be applied the same way with each new case presented . Situations are often
more delica te than they appear, whic h is why we need lawyers and ju dges to interpret the
law acco rding to new situations that arise . Unfortunately, as the nove l shows , sometimes
even when j udges are aware oflhese delicacies, they often refuse to exarnine them
becau se the law does not provide for them ; the y ehoose instead to tum a blind eycin
order to make the situation fit into their own mould of what they believe to be legally
appropriate.
Despite the extenuating circumstances of certain situations , the X case and Down
by the River show that there are clearly those who will not budge when it comesto
upholding the laws they see in front of them. Ms. X was thirteen when she was raped by
her father ' s friend, but the judges of her case did not acknowlcdge the desperation of her
situation and condone her desire to have an abortion. Though they eventually ruledt hat
she could go to London, theird ccision said nothing about Ms. X's right to an abortion in
her own country. When O'Brie n pushes the bar even further, so that Mary is rapcd and
impregnated by her own fa ther, she iIIustrntes thejudges' (both real and fictional)
reluctance to delve deeper into the laws and find ways to apply them according to new
circumstances . Despite the hopelessness of the children involved in both situations, the
judges remain steadfast. In Down by the River, even though one would expect that the
arbiters of the law would take the dire circumstance of incest into account, none of the
judges steps up to acknowledge Mary' s right tod ccide her fate and control what happens
toh er body as a result of something over which sheh ad no control. O' Brien deliberately
leaves out the final verdict, ehoosing instead to focus on Mary's miscarriage, in ordert 0
show that even if Mary had beenpe rmittcd to travel, the dccision that really matters was
made before the case even began: Mary has no freedom over her body, as a woman or as
a child, while in Ireland. Thus, even though O' Brien complicates the details of the real-
life X case and problematizes the argument that Mary should have been able to assert her
right 10 citizenship, she demonslrales that the young women of Ireland should noI have 10
publical lyjuslify the rationalities behind what they choose 10 do with the ir bodies .
charac ters by revea ling thei r hypo crisy. In a short 5-page chapter entitled " Powe r," the
Prime Min ister of' Ireland is introd uced . Havingjusl relurn edfrom a yaehl ing vaealion
wi th his fam ily, he is dallying with his mistress in their apartme nt when he is summoned
10 take a ca ll from the Atto rney General , regarding "a young girl [who ] went over 10
Eng land" (O'Brien 158). When he is informed that "t he guards are afraid she ' ll go
again," the Prime Minister instantly transforms from the philandering paramour into the
statesman who is "doing the righ t thi ng" : "Like hell she will," he says, fuming (158) .
Mean while, his mistress points out the du plicity of his actions : "H undreds of girls go,
Jock...lnclu ding me...Why one law for us and one for some poo r girl" (159) . The Prime
Minister begins 10 spout exeuses--"[Th e Attorn ey General ] has the power 10 restrai n
her...He ' s only consulting me out of , out of decency" (I 59}-bul even the mistress kno ws
that there are loo pholes availa ble: "Tell your attorney 10 sit on it for forty... ight hours .....
she says (259) . In rea lity, there are ways for the fictional Prime Minister to buy some
time,z. and the Atto rney General 's actions have not been decent. The mistress 's words
sum up the do uble standards often prac tised by those in power , and their ability 10
exercise their moral codes only when it is convenient for them to maintain their positio n:
Decency! Men who can turn off the heart valve the way you turned off
that fucking water jet. [...] And oh as much as I have loved you for the last
ten years , I've hated you...l' ve seen you inaction...Power...Power...The
mighty amb rosia...Anyt hing and everyt hing and everyone wou ld be
sacrificed for that power . (O'B rien 159)
This fictional scene raises questions about how legal theories and constitutional
documents prevent political and moral Ilexibilit y when interpreted using a black-and-
whitementality.21 1l1eyalsopointtothewayspowerandhypocrisyoperate intheminds
of "men of princip le" and "corporeal figures of know ledge and gravity [...] whoknow
nothing of the road or the road's soggy secret" but who are yet called to "adj udicateu pon
it" (O' Brien 5-6) .
But although O'Brien unsympathetically presents those exerci sing lega l power
over Mary, she does not portray these characters one-dimensionally. The jud ges
presiding over Mary 's case are humani zed in a conversatio n between Judge Frank and his
daughter . Fourteen-year-old Molly advocates forMaryduringadrivetoschool,w here
she refuses to get out of the car unless her father promises "to let the girl go to England"
(O'Brien241). She asks her father to imagine what he would do ifshehad been raped
and impregnated-"You would take me to England wou ldn't you?" (242~d, like the
Prime Minister's mistress , calls him out for his hypocrisy :
You're not fourteen years of age and sick and vomiting and a thing inside
you put there against your will, God knows how brutally, no, you're men,
you're dignitaries, you hold the reins. Good men...Wise men,p illarsof
socie ty; and you go to mass and the sacraments every Sunday, Daddy, and
you meet that actress in the lane at night [...] Look,Daddy, I don't
21 Sean Duignan. who served as the government presssecretary during the X case. has claimed that he
recalls the argumen ts the case fuelled between Alben Reynolds (then Prime Minister) and Harry Whelehan
(then Attorney General): Reynolds asked Whelehan to "think politically."bul Whelehanwas unmoving
when it came to the case ' s e jega l end consrinniona! lmplicar ions" (Bettles )
begrudge you. If you meet a woman with some bit of sparkle, why not,
why not, have a tangle with her in a lane at nigbt and why not walk back
home, lookin g at the stars feeling that bit more romantic, but if you are that
bit more roman tic, Daddy, reca ll it, evoke it when you sit down to do your
digestions. (O 'Bri en 242-243)
Unlike the Prime Minister, though, Frank listens to what is being said to him about
empa thy; his love for his daugb ter forces him to exami ne his own sense of humanity as he
"watch[es] her walk ofTin her unifonn , [...) think[ing] life without herwouId be the
cataco mbs" (243) . He recognizes that if his daugbte r, who is "not a girl and not yet a
woman" (243) can empathize with both his own position as well as this girl' s, he should
bea ble to dosoas well. Althougbh ere cognizesthedangers of "makin g sentiment ofthe
law" (254) he realizes in this moment that he must examine the human side of the case , as
well. The next day, speaking with one of the other judges rigbt before the finalverdict is
decidedupon, his words show that he holds his own opinions about those whoadj udieate
the law but know nothing about the real world in which the laws are broken : "I'm sure
[the Attorne y General's ) a decent man ...I 'm sure he ' s led a decent sheltered Iife...Never
had to rough it...Never stood around barsand got his nose blood ied and neither have you"
(253). O' Brien thus uses the charac ter of Judge Frank to show that even thougb some of
herc haractersappearone-s ided, thereisoften much more substance to them thanwhat
meets the eye .
Indeed, as several criticsh avem entioncd, O'B rienpresents eventhe most
villainous characters, like Mary ' s father, multila terally; James MacNamara is horribly
abusiv e, but he is clearly also a very sad man who reveals his humane side throu gh his
shown ina more positive light than the females, but even the female activistsare notal l
bad (85). Roisin is fanatical and unmo ving in her pro-life stance, and she treats Mary
cruelly and with disrespect, but Noni' s character is slightly more complicated. She is
profoundly insecure and hosts the pro-lifers on ly because of the recognition that she will
It is not at all how Noni imagined it. She imagined tributes forh er spick
and span house, the blazin g fire, the big logs, the spread in the kitchen.
savouries under the hood of the stove to keep warm , knives and forks,
daintil ywrappedin ap apernapkin astheymightheforaweddingora
twenty-fi rst. Wines and port wines and the cut glasses on the tray, the
lustre of rainbows on them . ' It's horne...It's what we call home,' she had
imagined herself saying in answer to these manifold tributes [...] (O' Brien
18).
Noni holdsthismeetingofthewomena t herhousebecausetobepro-lifeistobe
fashionable, and to have a group of friends with whom to belong. There is no evidence
that she has given any thought to the ethica l or moral reasons behind her politicaI stance .
Later, when she finds the abort ion brochur e in Betty' s wastebasket and subsc..quently
makes the call to the authorities that forces Mary to come home, Noni acts because of the
glory she will receive , DOt because she is significantly concerned about the unborn child:
Noni's finest hour has come . She already pictures herself on some sort of
illuminated dais, the people com ing to give than ks to her for what she has
done. She pictures how she will relay it, in what deta il will she not
describe the random action of her moving from the range in Betty's
kitchen[...)Shcwill givepausebefore she enlargesuponthe shockwhich
she endured [...] the vile black print which read, 'U nwanted pregnancy-
confidential advice .' She will describe [...) the clues falling in together as
ifby a piece of wizard ry, the fact of Mrs Crowe saying they were off to
Dublin , yet getti ng English money in the bank, buying Mary a nightie and
a toilet bag, hiring a taxi from the city twenty miles away , in case a loca l
drive r informed [...](O ' Brien 131)
Noni 's intentions become even clearer when she changes her tactics with Mary
and her father. Even though she hurts Mary by repo rting her to the authorities, when the
young girl and her father are in Noni's presence she cannot help but be nice because she
wants so badly to be liked by everyo ne. When Roisin and Mrs . Minogue angri ly yell at
Mary after she returns from England, Noni sticks up for her, claiming that the trip "was
not [Mary's] doing" and suggesting that perhaps the girl is "too sick to talk" (151-152) .
She eve n tries to make sure James thinks well of her; when she hears that some jo urnalists
are writing a story insinuating that James is the father of his daughter' s child, she tries to
convince him to "defend [his] good name" and tell them that he is a "p illar of the
comm unity" ( 191). But despite the fact that Noni's previous choice to ensure Mary did
not have an abortio n was not malicious, it becomes diffic ult to fathom that she would go
as far as protecting James just so that he will like her. Here.therefore.Noni ' s actions are
double-edged. It see ms as ifs he is simply looking out for her neighbo ur, but thcre is
reason to believe that she knows more about the abuse thanshe is letting on: whcn Betty
speaks with Mary 's lawye r later in the novel, she admits that everyone in the community
"knew, all along" what was happening in the MacNamara house but that they did not say
anythi ngbeeause theywere too "dumbfounded"(222). Belly' s statement is powe rful
because it forces us to reconsi der the intentions of characters that, earlier, could
potentially have been explained away under the guise of narvete, such as when Lizzie
finds Mary ' s so iled undergarments, and when Tara tries to blank out Mary ' s bruises,
nakedness and devastation when she finds her in the MacNamara's living room. Clear ly,
ifBetty,Lizzie,Taraand Noni were suspicio us of sexua l assault,they should have come
forward . In reveali ng both sides of characters like Noni, O'Brie n shows how sometimes ,
even though we do not necessarily agree with characters' act ions , we can still corne to
understand why they do what they do, Ontheotherhand,someactionscannotbe
explained away,no mailer how much we analyze them,
Both Downby the Riverand the X case show that it is a violation of internat ional
human rights to disa llow Irish women from travelling freely, and because it is commo n
knowledgethatthousandsofwomentravelabroadforabortionseveryyear,the novel and
real-life ease insomueh offer a powerful crit ique of the eountry 's curre nt abortion laws.
Clearly, the legislation is ineffectual. Asit stands, it docs mueh the same thing as
O' Brien's compassiona te treatment of those on all sides of the abortion debate : by
shedding light on the faet that the eurrent laws, and so many of the pro-lifers wh0
advocate for them. privilege compassio n for the unbo rn over compassion for the Iiving,
the current situatio n in Ireland makes its own argume nt for change ."
By laking the X case and moving it onto a fictional plane, empathy is
demo nstra ted to all the characters invo lved in Mary's case . The adapla tionoffact to
fiction pushes the imagination onto a new level from which the thoughts, feelings,
backgro unds and intentions behind the actions of the key players involved intheXcase
can be explored . The importance of empathy is even addressed by Mary as she prepares
for her court case , wishing and hopin g that the judges will imag ine how it feeIst o bein
her shoes : " if [only] I could be the judges and they cou ld be me," she lamenls(O ' Brien
239) . Mary knows that if she and the judges could "swap" places and they could see and
understa nd "every bitof [her] life," theywould sympa thizewith her predicame ntandrule
in hcr favour (O' Brien 239). She fully understands empathy and finds it impossible to
view anyone, including those who have dee ply hurt her, in just one light: " You can think
more than one thing about the same person at exactl y the same time. You can think
oodle s of things and they are all differe nt and they are all true" (O'B rien 9). Indeed. the
work that the novel acco mplishes in the arena of children' s rights (by demonstrating the
importance of permitti ng childre n to have a say in the decisions made about their own
lives) in itself calls for the empathy involved in coming to this conclusion. It wou ld be
hypocrit ical to demand empathy for young girls who have children if adequale thought is
not given to the reasons why some do not want girls to have such freedoms. Much of the
time, thcsereasons cannot be quickly dismissed; thcyrequircthe practiceofempathy,just
as Noni's ambivalent actio ns dem and deeper explorat ion. The ada ptation of the X case
into fict ion permits this analysis through empathy, particularly since Mary holdsa unique
in-between pos ition,
At the same time, in juxtaposing compas sion for those on both sides of the dehate
with the lack of sympa thy given to Mary by the pro-lifers, O'Brie n sugge sts thalt hose
who represent the pro-life side of the debate have become so obsessive and single-minded
in their determination to protect the unborn that they have failed to love the mothers who
are already very much alive . When Mary says that "you can think ood les of things [about
someone] and they are all ditTerentand they are all true.t' she adds a caveat toher
thought:"onethingseemstobetruer,theclandestinething"(9).llere,Mary gestures
towards my main argument that for all the varying facets in a person orcharacter,ifheor
she has received empathy and fails to demon strate it in the sarne measure , there must be a
call for accountability . At the end of the novel , Mary realizes that the pro-lifers '
"obsession with sex and sin" and their "focus on womenas primarilysexual beings"
ironically privileges the sanctioning of sexual desire over compass ion and empathy
(Norton85). Such practices, which Norton points out are traditionally upheld by the
Church , are ironically "exactly the opposite of [the Church ' s] apparent doctrinal
intention" (Norton 85). Downby the River thus condemns the Church in its failure to
demonstrate empathy in this regard, and attempts to lift the veil thatithas placed with
subtlety over the abortion debate in order to skew our perception s oft he aforementioned
irony. Having "grapple[d] with Ireland ' s paternali stic Catholic culture " that denies
freedom of expression and experience (Norton 85), Mary realize s through her epiphany at
the end of the novel that, although the support of the adults around herh as been
indispensable , she deserves to actively assert her own citizen ship and particip ate in
making important decisions about her own life. The adaptation of the X case into fiction
provides a space through which both sides of the debate can be explored through
empathy . Thus , such adaptation is a necessary step in pushing Ireland beyond theblack-
and-white legislation that tried to prohibit Ms. X from leaving the countryforanabortion.
In the next section, I will exarnine Peter Mullan ' s The Magdalene Sislers (2002),
which as a social critique builds upon my analysis of empath y and the waysi t has been
denied to so many young women in Ireland by the Catholic Church. Though it utilizes a
muchd ifferent styleofpresentingn arrativethan Downby lheR iver or The Snapper, The
Magdalene Sisters explores the intricacies that must bemastered by young girls in order
to negotiate a level of agency and citizenship in the "real world"o fl rish society.
Chapter Four
Girlhood and Agency in The Magdal eneSislers
Where The Snapper and Down by the River largely raise issues about the lost
young girls of Ireland using narrative silences, The Magdalene Sisters is an 0 bvioussocial
critiqueofthewaychildrenwhohadchildrenweretreatedthroughoutlwentiethcentury
Ireland. The film received instant critical acclaim at the Venice Film Festival, where it
won the Golden Lion Award for Best Film (2002) . Unfortunately, because its content
questions aspects of world religion and Catholicism in pan icuIar. initial cierical response
to thefilm wasnotas enthusiastic: a reviewby theVatican's L 'Osservatore Romano
described the film as ran angry and rancorous provocation" (qtd. in McKiernan 30). A
film critic for an Italian Catholic newspaper angrily walked out of the thealre mid-
screening and.a t various other festival screen ings of the film, priests stood at the
entrances of the theatres to warn Catholics that to watch would be sinful (Crowdus 26).
Aller the film' s commendation from some sectors in Venice, the Vatican condemned it
and the festival as anti-Catholic (Crowdus 26}-a sentiment also shared by secular critics:
reviewer Steven D. Greydanus claims that in the film directo r Peter Mullan "betrays his
subject with smug Catholic-bashing" (qtd. in McKiernan 30). As I will explore in the
chapter to follow, however, Mullan is often more sympathetic toward the Catholic Church
than his subject mailer calls for. Like O'Brien . in transforming fact into art Mullan
demonstra tes empathy to all his characters . Aller I outline the critical history of the film,
I will discuss how Mullan's workdifTers from the others I have analyzed . Though its
content broaches political questions similar to those raised by the other twoworks
studied, this text goes a step further by using a unique narrative strategy to show how
agency for individual s can only be accom plished collectively.
The Catholic Church's response to The Magdalene Siste rs did not comeasa
surprise. considering its similarreactionto Steve Humphries's Sex in a Cold Climate, a
televi sion documentary about the laundri es that was aired on lreland ' s Channe14in1 998.
The Vatican called that work "admirable but misinformed" and sent an envoy to meet
with some of the women involved (qtd. in Crowdus 27). Later reports to the Pope
claimed that his representative s had never encountered such "mass hysteria" amo ng
women and that Humphri es ' s documen tary had "created false memories among viewe rs"
(Crowdus27). Catholic authorities apparently remain unconv inced about the level of
damage that has been intlicted on the Magdalene women. Although an official apology
has beenotT ered by the Order of the Sisters of Mercy to the women atTected by the
Magdal ene laundrie s, there has been no acknowledgement by eitherCa tholic Church
leadership or the Irish state of the role they, too, played in perpe tuating the atroci ties of
the Magdalene laundries (McKiernan 29; Cullingford 14-15). Further, in having made no
compensation spec ific to the Magdalene women , the Church as a whole has shown that it
doesn otfully assumeresponsibility.23
Some sec ular critics have added to the negati ve scruti ny of The Magdalene
Sisters, maintainin g that the "popularizing stra tegies " of stereo type and melod rama
"detract" from Mullan ' s work (Smith, "Th e Magdalene Sisters" 14 1). Elizabe th Butler
Cullingford arg ues that the film belongs in the genre of "sexua lized anti -Catho licGothic"
(16) and Daniel Eagan belie ves that Mull an ' s cho ice to "b lame every thing 0 n the Church"
is an "easy way out ofa far more com plicated situa tion" (39 ). Eaganfurtherex presses
that Mull an "might have taken some real risks by dea ling with contempo rary problems"
(39). However , num erous scholars have arg ued ve hemently aga inst these erit icisms,
c laiming that Mu llan actually does create "antago nists with their 0 wn vulnerabilities"
(Hendrickso n 3 1). Indeed, as I will discuss, many of those same crit ics who have shown
disappro val of the film refute their own arg uments by analyzing momen ts in which
characters transc end stereot ype .
One common criticis m of The Magdalene Sisters is that it port rays Sister Brigid
and the other nun s as sing ularly villain ous. Richard Blake affi rms that Mullan "violate[s]
to good effect a fundarne ntal principl e of screen writi ng by fai ling to provide contrast for
the ma lice of the villain s" and by otTering " not one compass ionate priest, nun or parent"
(qtd.i n Murphy132). Smith also claim s that Brigid is "reduced to playing the ro le of
pri son war den" ("Th e Magdalene Sisters" 141). Whatisnotable, though,isthatevery
critic who denounces Mullan's treatment of the nuns also pinpoints a different moment as
"the so litary occ asi on" when we see the nuns as human be ings rather than as villa ins.
Smith wri tes that when Brigid watches The Bells of St. Mary 's with the peni tents and
declares her "sec ret love" for "the fillum s [sic] ," her sincerity and her pronun ciation of
the word " film" humanize the nun and endear her to viewers ("The Magdalene Sisters"
154). Similar ly, Crowdus asserts that the nuns are humani zed when Brigid has Crispina
taken away; the nun is shown rwi thout her usual smiling,s upercilious manner"and
insomuch demon strate s a " rare moment of weakness" (31). Further, Murphy sees the
scene in whiehthe nuns are filmed by the priest, who has to tell themto "act natural"
because they are clearly uncom fortabl e, as one that highlight s a particular "sparko f
humanity" in the nuns (139). That there is variance in opinion about which moment
constitute s the one that undoes the villainou s portrayal of the nuns suggests that perhap s
Mullan ' s work is not as melodramatic and stereotypica l as critics claim. Acco rding to
what Mullan heard from women who lived in Magdalene laundrie s, the presence of a
"compass ionate" nun was actuall y very rare; one "couldn' t afTord to be nice in a
Magdalen e Laundry" (Crowdu s 31). Thus, by presentin g several scenes in which the
nunsare humanized, Mullana ctually portrays them in a light that is in point of fact more
sympathetic than realistie.
The same narrow interpretation s of The Magdal ene Sisters as cliche and
melodramatic also fai l to see Mullan ' s attempt to shed light on present-day issues.
Murphy writes that the controver sy surrounding the film has often "ignored the
distinction between art and reality," which blinds people to much of the insight that it has
to offer (133). Cullingford claim s that Mullan ' s "Gothic" film is anti-Ca tholic because it
suggests that the abuse within the laundri es could only happen in Ireland, and she argues
that "there is nothing essenti ally Irish about institutionalized misogyny"(33-34). But by
describing filmic intricac ies that point to issues of the present-day, Cullingford actuall y
exposes exactly what Mullan was trying to demon strate through his screenplay: theocracy
anywh ere is a very dangerous thing. When Cullingford compares Bridget' s habit to the
Muslim burqa (30), she ca lls to mind contemporary versions of the Magdalene laund ries
that still exis t, and which Mullan himself admits to writing aga inst:
Ultimately, the film 's thinly veiled symbolism illuminat es the current injus tices of
modem -day Magdalenes.
This is not to say that The Magdalene Sisters is not also, obviously, an indictment
o f the specific abuse with in Magdalene laundri es and other Catholic institutionsinthe
twent ieth century . And , based on the Vatican ' s attempts to prevent people from seeing
the film, the Church continu es to exert significant intluence and power. Brereton writes
that up until the 1980' s the media often avoided reportin g on religious horror stories and
taboos because they were considered "ex traordinar ily hazard ous" from a legaI point of
view and because editors and jo urna lists were reluctant to challenge the prevailing
religious orthodoxy (322). Though Brereton asserts that this has largely changeds ince
the 1990 ' s, an anecdote shared by Mullan duri ng an interview shedsli ght on those
censo rial strongholds of the Catholic Church that are still in place. When he tried to place
an advertisement in The Irish Independent for survivors of the Magda lene laundries to
contact him before shooting the film, the newspaper refused to allow it (Crow dus 28). It
ciaimed that because the words "survivors" and "Magdalene" appear on a list of key
words that need legal attention, Mullan would need letters from two separate lawyers to
exp lain who he wasand what he intended to do with the infonnation he wou ld receiv e
from those who respo nded to his advertisement. Here, Mullan again hold s the Catho lic
Church to blame; the high costs of legal wo rk,he says, are a deterrent forthosc who wish
to speak out:
[...11 felt [the newspaper ' s respo nse ] was a warn ing to me. What it told
me was, ' Oon't shoo t thefil m in lreland,' bceausc eventhough the Church
has nowhere ncar the powe r it used to have, they st ill have enough to insist
on lawyers ' letters and stuff like that. (Crowd us 29)
Such "b latant examp les of censorship" demonstrate a new kind ofabusc on the part of the
Catholic Church-namely, condemning to silence those people who have suffered
because of the Church's po licies . insti tu tions and actions (Crowdus 29).
Tho ugh manyoftheChurc h'sOrders haveapologizcdforthe horrortheyhave
caused thousand s o f Irish people, the fact that some of thesc apo logies cam e only with the
co nditio n that Orders be sec ure from further indem nity speaks of con tin uingabuse
thro ugh silence and silenc ing . Numero us critics have written abo ut the way that silence is
perpe tuated in this way, so that the family, the state, and the wider co mmunity bccom e
complicit in the abuse that takes place because they do not speak up against it.
Hendrickson (31), McKiernan (32). James (16) and Smith ("The Magda lene Sisters " 141-
144) all analyze the silence that penneatesthe film 's opening scene . When Margaret re-
en ters a wed ding banquet after being raped by her cous in. dialogue is hushcd ." The
silent complicity of the family and the members of the comm unity is underscored when it
becomes obvious that it is their choice to send Margaret away, despite the fact that she
has doncn othing wrong. Murphy points out that there is no scene that better
demonstrates this silent complicity than the one in which Margaret laterfin ds anun locked
gate at the laundry but chooses not 10 leave: here, he says, Margarel sees that "the walls
of her prison do not j ust surround the laundry, they surround theco nsciousnesso f lrish
society, and from that, there is no escape" (142). Mullan comments on the way Irish and
Catholic consciousness becarne intertwined in this regard; the laundries "didn' t need
people roaming the corridors with guns," he says, because even if the girls had takenit
upon themselves 10 escape "there was simply no place to go" (Crowdus 31).
Thus, criticism of The Magdalene Sisters constantly moves beyond speeifics
toward more general concerns. Families and individual co mmunity members who
silently wateheds hare blame with theC hurch,a longwi th the lrish nation,w hich
implicated itselfb y making the Magdalene laundries exempt from its labour laws
(Crowdus26) . Smith points out Ihat the Irish nation took great pride in its purity, and so
it did not make sense to object to the "disappearance" of those who displayed "aberrant
femalesexuality"andthereforethreatenedto "tamish "itsnationalidentity
("Remembering" 111-113). But an important reason behind such decisions was the
enorrnouspowerwielded by the Church, which had (and still has) a direct inlluenceon
state policy because its conservative values are written into the lrish constitution(M urphy
134). Numerous critics have written about the pervasiveness of Catholicism within the
everyday, domestic sphere of The Magdalene Sisters- there is the obsessivearticulation
of Church rhetoric and ubiquitous Catholic iconography-in order to show how "it is so
powerful that it has become imbedded in the psyche of many of the characters" (Murphy
135). Mullan argues that because the rules of the church were so embedded into culture,
[...] very, very few people were willing to go against the power of
the Church. It' s not just the power of the Church to create a long
delay, the power of the Church is that they control your immortal
soul. You're not going to go against people with that power.
(Crowdus 30)
Although all parties complicit in sending young women to the Magdalene laundries must
be held accountable, the power of the Church- behind both the Irish state andthelrish
people-ultimately prevented anyone from coming forward about the injustices taking
place in the laundries.
Even Cullingford-s-whose article at times becomes a defence of the Catholie
Orders in Ireland and. perhaps more tellingly, also happens to tell one 0 ftherare stories
of a posilive experience in an industrial school-admits that the Church must beheld
accountable for the Magdalene issue; in tum, she gestures toward a belief that Church
ideologies are at the root of this inju stice. She points out that the majority of
maltreatment claims from Catholic orphanages and reformatories are against Orders that
originated in Ireland (10) and concedes that, though "Magdalene asylumswere not a
peculiarly Irish invention ," the Magdalene system lasted much longerin Ireland than in
England or America (12). While in these other countries this system flourished primarily
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the last Irish Magdalene Iaundry did not close
until 1996 (Cullingford 12). But despite her relatively balanced approach to the
Magdalene issue I feel that Cullingford treads dangerous ground indeflectingblame from
the Churchb ycl aimingthat "the sexuallyrep ressive agenda of the Catholic Church in
Ireland was reinforced by the historical experie nces of colonization and famine" (34).
True , such historical traumas did work together to contribute to the actionsoftheC hurch
in thet wentiethce ntury, but theC hureh had its own agenda and made choices 0 f its own
acco rd. As an institution that is so invested in human spirituality that its followers feel it
contro ls their immortal souls, there comes a point when the Church must stop pointing
lingers and hold itself accountable for its actions. Asaforementioned,C ullingfordc laims
that there is nothing "essentially Irish" abo ut " institutionalized misogyny.Tbut since
Catholicism- which has clearl y demonstrated institutional misogyny-is so pervasive in
Irish society, then it is indeed part of understand ing of what is "esse ntial]y I rish~(34).
Therefore , the institutionalized misogyny that Catholicism has perpetuated must remain a
part of discours e about Irish identity and freedom for young girls.
The Magdal ene Sisters must continue to be included in this discourse beeau se of
its healin g power . Murph y sees the film as a "so cial confession box" in which "past
traumas are enacted,articul atedand re-narrated" SOlhat "sites ofculturalrepression can
be addressed and admitted" ( 142). Brereton likewise sees the healing power of the film
and writes that it "reflcct[ s] the need to exorcise the past through revisiting the awful
experiences' t of the laundries, so that Ireland ean "begin the thera peutic process of healing
within the Chureh and Irish society genera lly" (321) . While it is evident that the film
sheds light on issues of the present day, it is also clear that, as pointed out by Luke
Gibbons, The Magdale ne Sis ters continues to look back in anger because "forthose
sections of society whose story has not yet been told, the past is still not over" (215).
Perhaps it is because many of the women who look back upon this past have fully
entered adulthood that little attention has been given to the child-status of many of the
Magdalene inhabitants. Indeed,itisthi svulne rable, youthful statethatenabled Catholie
ideology to become "embedded" in the minds of the Magdalenes in the first place.
leavingth em trappedn otby guards andpri son walls,but rather by values absorbedint o
society fboth individual and eollective) at all levels-and the silence that permeales these
levels when moral boundaries are transgressed. When asked why he feels the Catholic
Chureh has had such an enormous influence, Mullan examines the power of the Chureh
over the immortal soul, but is quick to point out that the Chureh takes advantageofthe
malleability of child consciousness by encouraging society to promote Catholicva lues
among the young:
That the Catholic Chureh could win such subservience from billions of
people worldwide is a major [...] political coup. I'm sure there are spin
doctors in the Bush administration or the Blair adrninstration who must sit
there and think, ' How do they do it? How do they get an entire country to
buckle under at the Church's behest?' The answer is because they get
them young and, let' s say it, theC hureh is their spiritual homeland.
(Crowdus32)
The implications of this child-state ofso many Magdalenes hasbeen left unexplored. In a
review of the film, Nicole Armour claims that The Magdalen e Sisters reveals how
"regardless of context, women bear the brunt of religious dogma" (65). In the analysis to
follow, I argue that the brunt of this dogma is borne not only by women, but hy young
girls more particularly. I will examine the ways that the social and religious critique
presented through the film is compli cated through the compl exity of the four main
charact ers . In addition , I will explore the implications of this narrati ve strategy, which
comb ines the stories of how these four individual Magdalene girls attempt to achieve
agency in order to establi sh the importance of the collective in acting against injustice.
4.1 Multiplenarrat ive strands
The plot of The Magda/ ene Sisters progresses in a tempo rally linear fashion,
although it tells separate stories of how four different girls come to arrive at the laundry;
onceth cfourmeet,th eir storiesbec omeintertwined asth ey alTect- and are affected by-
one another . The film ' s social critique is strengthened by these separate stories that
eventually come together in a powerful defence of children ' s rights. Wherea s in the other
workslhaveanalyzed,femaleprotagonistsh ave been ablc to exercise ccrta inri ghts
despite their failure to achieve adequate levels of citizenship , the girls in The Magda/ene
Sis ters have been compl etely stripped of any freedom. Not only are they physically
incarcerated and forced to work for little to no pay, their treatment is unregulated by the
State because it ironically assumes that the Sisters of Mercy, a Catholic and therefore
"moral" Order, will not permit the abuse of power. When the laundry' s overseers explo it
their religious authority, however, they show that in a prison where children'sri ghts are
denied, childcitizenship remains ap ipedrearnunl essthe children actagainsttheir
oppressor or someone works with them to do so.
The opening scene of The Magdalene Sis ters tells the story of Margaret' s
incarceration (she is raped by her cous in while at a wedding ceilidh, but when she tells
her parents they disown her and banish her to the laundry). Her story is followed by
Rose' s (after shebe ars achild out of wedlock,h cr parents forceherto putitup for
adoption and send her to the laundry) and then Bernadette' s (ano rpban under the care of
a religious Order who has no one to fight for her rights when she is deemed too fond of
tlirt ingwith the boys outside her sehool and sent to the laundry as a "fallen woman").
The linear pattern of these stories is interrupted, however, when we are introduced to the
fourth main character, Crispina. whose background we learn in bits and picces aji er she
begins interacting with the other thrce girls. Through dialogue between Crispina and the
other girls, as well as through some careful camera work, her story is unravelled
piecemeal throughout the film; she, too, has borne a ehild out of wedlock, but in the
seveml yearss he has alreadys penta t the laundrys he has alsos utTercd with mental illness
and beenrepeatedly sexually assaulted by the laundry' s resident priesl. Her simple-
minded comments and behaviour, as well as the fact that she seems to consider the
priest' s assault an inevitable and normal part of life, hint that she may have a mild
developmen tal disability or that her maturation has been stunted. It is telling that the
fragmentary presentation of Crispina' s story ruptures the established pattern of the film' s
linear progression because, as I will demonstrate, its end is the most devastating of the
four narrative strands in the film. In the next sections I will examine the levels of agency,
both individual and collective, that are achieved by the others girls in the film.
Subsequently, I will question why Crisp ina's attempts to reach said agency arc
frame-by-frame sequential arrangement unfolds in much the same way that the other child
characters develop , but Crispina's story is disturbin gly presented bit by bit. Her final and
ultimatel y hollow agential action s leave us shocked and perturbed.
The Magdal ene Sisters opens with the aforemention ed ceilidh scene in which
Margaret is led to another room and raped by her cousin; she returns in tears and whispers
to anoth er cousin about what has happe ned. We do not hear what she is saying, however ,
because her words are drowned out by the musical performan ce ofa young priest,whois
singing "The Well Below the Valley"- a folk song about incest between a young girl
impregnated by her father , brother and uncle. The young girl in the song is sentenced to
"seven years a-ringing the bell" and another seven years "burning in hell" forh eractions,
eventhoughitishintedth at shedidnot conscnt tothe se actions.Thc song is ironic since
its story is similar to what has just happened at the ceilidh, The most teIling aspect o f
this song, says Jarne s Smith , is the fact that the young woman in it is resignedtoherfate,
"sig nif'[ying] how Irish culture has absorbed the inevitabilit y"ofissueslike sexualassault
and incest "through such stories that ofTer no model s for possible social action in
response" ("The Magdalene Siste rs" 142). If this is true, Smith ' s statement can also be
applied to The Magdalen e Sis ters in general because aspects of it, too, show characters
similarly resigned to their fates-an idea I will return to later in the chapter. Although
The Magdal ene Sisters ace s not tell a positive story and in turn become s a social model
for action, by depicting failed attempts at agency the film does ofTcra modclofwhatnot
to do. In this, it gestures towards solutions with morepotentiaJ.
In The Magda/eneSisters individual agency falls back upon itself; the film
suggests that collective action might work better. The simultaneous presentation of
different stories that. although they intersect,do not come together in commonagency
until tbe end of the film, hints that ifindividual acts are combined they mightpotentially
form a pattern of behaviour to contribute to progressive change. In the film, the girls end
up damag ing themselves and each other through individual acts of agency, whichmight
seem at first to underline agency's futility, since the acts prevent further agency and
suppress the girls' polential for future resistance. BUIbecause the film demonstra tes the
importanceofthecollective throughi ls parallelstruct uringof thegi rls'stories. I have
reason to believe that the problematics of the individual actions are shown to gesture
toward the potential of shared action. The failure inherent in the girls' individual
stories-<:o nnected throughs haredv iolenceandi mprisonment buta t thesame time
problemalically integrated-demonstrates that agency for the Magdalene girls and young
girls in Ireland in general ncedsto bc collective and nondestructive inorde r to achieve a
future significantly difTerent from the past.
Once Margaret. Rose and Bernadette arrive at the laundry, their stories begin to
intersect with one another. as well as with the story of Crispina, who has already lived at
the laundry for several years. During their time at the laundry, Margaret and Bernadette
in particular learn to use the labour they are obligated to perfonn-washing other
people ' s dirty laundry, which is symbolic of the pursuit of purity they must carry out-to
work thc system to their advantage and rebcl against their abusers in ways that are not at
all moral and pure. Their actions are akin to de Certeau's concept of "perruque," through
which the subject finds a way to serve his or her own aims in the very place whereth e
machineh c [or she) must serve reigns supreme---namely, the Catholic Church and the
society which conforms to its tenets. Unfortunately, the girls' methods are problematic
and ultimately fail, though by the end of the film each of the young women manages to
achieve a greater level of agency than what they even considered before.
All of Bernadette's attempts toe xprcss individuality or achieve agcncy are
quickly suppressed by the nuns at thc laundry. Once looked up to by the little girls at the
orphanage who competed for the privilege of brushing Bernadette's hair at night, even the
smallest vanities are denied by the Sisters of Mercy. In order to hold the penitents' vanity
inc hcck,t he nuns subject thegir ls toreg ular "inspections"inthe showers,wherethey
must standnakedina linew hile thenun sp ubliclycomparethe sizcof the girls'brcasts
and the amount of hair on their bodies. And the hard labour performed by the girls in the
laundry is not the only way their physicality is exploited; the boys who pick up and drop
otTthe laundry try to get the girls to perform sexual favours for them-since all the girls
who work at the laundry are, afterall , "hookersand whores" (qtd.in Smith. t'The
Magdalene Sisters" 145). When a delivery boy named Brendan otTers Bernadette two
shillings to "suck his cock," Bernadette refuses, but she also sees a way for her work at
thel aundryt opotent iallyt ranslate into anopportunityt o escape: she sets her mind on
attempting to seduce the boy in the short amount of time shei sab le tos pend with him
while loading and unloading the trucks." One day, Brendangiv es his word that hewi li
marry Bernadette and help her escape the laundry, but then one of the nuns catchest he
two of them in a compromising position: she sees Bernadette holding up her skirt so that
Brendan can see what is underneath. The Sisters interpret these actions ju st as they did
Bernadctte's earlicrnirt ing:intheir eyes.h er sexual experimentation is am anifestation of
hcr vanity.
The brutal physical punishment Bernadette receives as a resuit of her actions
speaks to her failure to achieve agency. Sister Brigid beats her until her face is covered in
welts and then messily lops otTher hair with blunt scissors. Afterwards, she holds a
mirror up to Bcmadette' s face and tells her that, since she is now bloody with her hair in
tatters, "she can see [hcr]sclf as she really [is]." When,in thisin stant, thc camcra cutst o
a close-up of Bernadette' s blood-coated eye, however, it is not Bemadette' srell ection
that captures the audience' s attention, but rather the silhouette of the nun as it is reflected
in the mirror and then in Bernadette' s pupil. Murphy has written that this scene suggests
that the audience is "not seeing Bcmadettc as she really is, but [rather] a brutal physical
manifcstation ofhow[Sister] Brigid truly sees her" (137). I argue, however, that the
obvious that there are aspects of Brigid' s personality in Bernadette 'sowncharacter. As
easy as it is to be sympathetic to the wounded Bernadette in this moment, like Brigid, she
also exhibits cruelty to those around hcr. Though she by no means deservcs thc
punishment she receives, Bernadette is not completely blameless. When Crispina loses
herSt. Christopher medal,s he is absolutely frenzied because she is convinced it is a "holy
telephone" through which she can converse with her estranged son. Bernadette finds the
necklace, but waits until well afler everyone has been searching frantically for it before
she gives it back. Her onscreen actions appear malicious because the intent behind these
actions is not made clear. Thus, despite her brave actions, because she allows Crispina to
suffer when she has the ability to help her, Bernadette' s moral character as a victim is
diminished. Her actions exhibit that in a prison wherc the female sex is "strategically
divided against itself '(C ullingford 22) through the powerdiffere ntialsbe tween nunan d
penitent, Bernadette has perpetuated the pattern by acting cruelly to Crispina and thus
dividing herself from her. Whereas collective actions of agency tend to be more
successful, Bemadette has isolated hersclfi n heratte mpts toac hieve freedom.
Through the filmic technique that shows Brigid' s silhouette reflected in
Bernadette' s pupil, Mullan hints at the similarities between the two women and offers
insight into why Bernadette's attempt to achieve "perruque" fail; Margaret. too, performs
an act ofperruque, though unlike Bernadette she performs her rebellious act on behalf of
a friend rather than for herself. Margaret establishes hersclf early as Crispina's protector;
when Crispina' sSt. Christopher medal is lost, Margaret leads the search fori tth roughout
the laundry. Shc alsoe xhibits the mostang ero f all theot hergi rls whens he leams that
Bernadette has been hiding it all along . So, when Margaret sees Father Fitzroy forcing
Crispina to perform fellatio, she instantly assumes the role of advocate and guardian for
her friend. Outraged,she devisesaplan to launderFitzroy'sCorpusChristirob<.'Swith
poison ivy, so that he will embarrass himself with endless scratchi ng during the
ceremony. 1I0wever,Margaret' s schemeb ackfires. Tho ugh Fitzroy does eventually
disgrace himself by removing all his clothing in a paroxysm ofscratching, Crispina also
winds up humiliated when she cannot help endlessly scratching the insides of her thighs
during the ceremony : unbeknownst to Margaret. Fitzroy manages to assau lt Crispina
again, before perform ing the ceremonial mass, and so his clothing has come inc ontact
with Crispina's skin, as well as his own . The ceremony 's congregat ion therefore become
suspicio us when Fitzroy and Cris pina are the only people in the room who have been
alTected by the itch. And, in light of the reasons behind Crispina's presence in the
laund ry and the fact that both she and the priest are scra tching private areas of their
bodies, it is probable that these people have concluded that there is a sexual connection
betwee n the mutual itching- though it is equa lly like1y thatthisassumptionwro ngfully
presupposesconsent. or even seduction, on the part of Crispina . Margaret 'smutinousact,
meant to accomp lish revenge, thus ends up harming Crispina insteadofhe1pinghe r.
Th is harm to Crispina on ly gets worse as the scene progresses. Fitzroynmsaway
afte r he humiliates himself by tearing olT his clothing and Crispina. feeling confide nt as a
result of Margaret' s insubordin ation, screarns after him in an attempt to expose his
betraya l of the vow of chast ity. Having listened care fully to what Margaret told hcr
earlier-after she learns about Fitzroy's abuse, she tells Cris pina that "he is not a man of
God"-erispinarepeatsthephraseove randover,ye llingoutsothatboththepriestand
the entire congregation will understand: "You are nota man of God!" She repeats the
phrase slowly and loudly twenty-five times in what feels Iikeanever-endingextensionof
thesce ne. No one speaks up or stops her, and the outburst is never again acknowledged
onscreen, All we see afterwards is the cold consequence of her actions: without looking
into the circumstances behind Crispina's fit of temper-presumably because she does not
want to acknowledge what she knows she will find-Brigid arranges to have Crispina
transferred to an institution for the insane. Once there, Crispina becomes increasingly ill ;
onscreen subtitles describe the details of her death by anorexia while the camera dcpicts
her last days in a solitary confinement cell, where she senselessly traces the cracks in the
wall and sticks her fingers down her throal. Margaret' s vengeful deed, incited by the
empathy she feels for Crispina, has deadly repercussions .
It must be noted that although Margaret and Crispina are influenced by each 0 ther
and rebel in the same scene, they do so with eontrasting intentions and objectiYes.
Crispina. simple-minded and idealistic, wants her actions to put an end to the injustice
that hasbeendoneto her, but Margaret'shandiworkis morearesultof herdesirefor
revenge than her need to be free. Having been disowned and brought to the laundry by
her family, Margaret is resigned to her fate and has given up hope of ever leavingthe
laundry. lIer acquiescence becomes evident when, long before she rebels, shefin ds
hersclf alone one day in the laundry' s toolshed, from whieh she spies an unlocked gate
that opens onto a road bordering the hillside. Suddenly terrified by the possibility ofan
outside world that will likely condemn her if it learns her story, she approaches the road
cautiously. Whena car stops and otTers her a ride, she refuses and retums to the laundry;
there, at least, she knows what sort of treatment to expect. This profoundly disturbing
scene gestures towards the deeper politics at work in the minds of thosebo thwi thina nd
outside of the laundry' s walls. The Catholic doctrines that paint the Magdalene girls as
"fallen women" are not only accepted without question by those outside the laundry; the
girls themselves are convinced of their inadequacy.
This idea that the Magdalene girls have accepted and intemalized negativepub lic
attitudes about them connects back to Smith's comment that "The Well Below the
Valley" underlines how!rel and has accepted the inevitability of certain issues. But
Margaret' s moment of defiance at the time of her eventual escape from the laundry shows
that she has not actually accepted her incarceration asa given. Her actions undo those
preconceptions about her resignation that are formed in the scene where she gazes
longingly through the laundry' s garden gate. In her final escape scenc,sh cdc monstrates
the potential agency that can occurcvc n individually when young girIs have the support
they need. When her brother arrives at the laundry, the two stealthily creep down a
corridor, hoping that the commotion of Christmas festivities will help them leave the
premises unnoticed. Sister Brigid appearsaround a comer with the Archbishop and two
visitors, and it becomes apparent that they will have to stand to the side andpre tcndthcy
are on their way somewhere el se within the convent. At the last moment. however ,
Margaret makes the snap decision to stand up to Sister Brigid once and for all, stepping in
front of the party and shockingly asking the nun to let her pass. Brigid laughs, and says,
You'd better be joking, girl. Becauseifl thought for a second you would
expect one of the persons here to step aside for the likes of you, then
brother or no brother, I would punish this insolence most severely, most
severely.
Margaret stands her ground, and Brigid nonchalantly remarks that Margaret' s refusal to
move must mean that she will remain to endure said discipline. Margaret drops to her
knees as if to beg Brigid' s forgiveness, but then shocks the audience once again with a
recitation of the Lord's Prayer-s-thus, answering Brigid's authority with that ofa higher
power. So as not to interrupt the prayer, the party is forced to move past Margaret, who
seems to have struck the final blow. What seems at first gJance to be a reconsolidation of
institutional power structures, actually undermines them. With her brother by her side,
Margaret gainstheconfidence shen eedst o defy the authority ofth osewh ohav e uscd
abuse to remain in power.
Thus, after her failed attempt at agency during the Corpus Christi scene, Margaret
learns that with the help of another she can embrace the freedom she has been denied;
unfortunately, Crispina continues to act alone and her subsequent small acts ofrebell ion
rob her of her life. Her death-which, since it occurs shortly after her commission to the
asylum, can ultimately be linked back to the outburst that brought her there-is politically
powerful. Crispina's anorexia becomes a way for her to fight back and commit her final
aetof perruque: her self-destruction is agential because it underlines her finaI, supreme
refusal to submit her body to exploitation. Having been sexual ly abused by Father
Fitzroy, Crispina fights back by starving her body until it is no longer useful sothats he
never has to endure the pain of sexual abuse again. In order to show that she refuses to
submit her body to abuse by others she hasresoned to damaging it herself.
Crispina's death makes mani fest the limits of her individual capacity loperform
an act o f age ncy that works to her advantage. In the end, her perruqu e serves her aims
insteadof thea imsof the deCerteauian"machine,"butshehastodieinorder toac hieve
these aims. By destroying her body inanaltempt to demo nstrale agency , Crispina
under lines the futility of th is agency . But the fatal consequences of her revo It also
transform her into a martyr for the ca use of socia l justice for young girls who havebeen
abused by Orders of the Church . Her martyrdom exposes the unfairness of her
circ umstances ,cspeciallysinceall three of her friends manage to escape from the Iaundry
and thus achieve at leas l a small degree of autonomy. Even though they have all
previo usly tricd and failed to gain indepe ndence. by the end there is still hope for them.
A fundamental aspect of the other girls' escape is that none of them actsa lone : in
each case, they need the assis tance of others in order to be success ful. As
aforementioned, Margaretg ains courage tos tand up to Brigid in thepresence ofh er
brother. Bernadelteand Rosc escape together, realizing in the end that getting away
unnoticed is much eas ier than either of them expected , Cris pina, on the other hand,
remains alone in her defiance. Her story. which is the note on which the film ends,
strengthens the arg ument made by the other individual acts of age ncy in the film: taking
action against injustice invo lves a high level of risk. particularlywhen acting alone.
Although the stories of the other three protagonists in the film have come togetherso thal
in col lectivity they estab lish a foundatio n for thcirescape, Crispina's sto rydeviatesaway
fromt heo thergirls'whensheissentlolheasylum. Once there. she is forced to act in
isolation. Just as her story has been detached from those of the other girls from the very
beginn ing of the film-the detail s of hcr life have becn revealed in snippets, unlike the
de ar linear exposure of the other girls' pasts- at the end of the film, sheremains
sequestered so that when she rebe ls, she ends up literally destroying herselfin thc
process. Crispina's solitary confinem ent at the time of her death upholds the idea that
children are too often excluded from the process of makin g the decisions that affect their
Iives.26
It is importan t to note that Crispina holds the polit ically powerful position of
martyr . In sacrificing her life, she reinforces Mullan ' s call to end injustice against
children and in tum ensure their rights to freedom and citizenship. But the martyr is only
powerful beca use of the potenlial future change it might inspire. The MagdaleneSisters
hints that the collective is less risky and therefore holds more weight for the present. In
both life and death , Crispina highlights that the collective is more effective than the
individu al. Thus, in separating Cris pina's story through his narrative techn ique, MulIan
emph asizesth at any conceptionof agencyth ati s disconnccted fromthec olleetivei s
ineffective. This moral directive trans forms the film into a socia l model for change.
]b Her isolation also connects back to her agency throu ghout the film, which all occur independent ly.
Chapter Five
On the 8'hof Jul y, 200 l , the Gov emment of Ireland repla ced the United
Kingdom 's Children Act of 1908 with a new Children Act in order '10 mak e further
provision in relation to the care, protecti on and con trol o fc hildre n"-ehi1dren defined as
a gro up encompassi ng every person in the Republi c und er the age of eight een ("C hildren
Act 200 1") . The rev isio n of the origina l Act was meant to " provi de for related matters"
that had arisen over the cou rse of the twe ntieth century ("Children Act 2ool "}-some of
which are addressed in the Ryan Report , publi shed in May 2009 (The Com missio n to
Inquire into Child Abuse ). However, a sustai ned examina tion of the lost girls in The
Snapper, Down by the River and The Magdalene Sisters shows that dcs pite the changes
enacted by new legislation and commi ssions assembled to inves tigate violation s of
children ' s rights , as well as thc strides that are currentl y bein g made in wome n' sri ght s
throu gh A.B.& C. vlre/ond, youn glrish girl sare stillnot permitt edthel evel of
citi zensh ip to which they are entitled . Inth eir introduction to Wild Colonia/ Gir/: Essays
on Edna O 'Brien, Lisa Co lletta and Maureen O' Conn or reflect on the simi lar failure of
the Repub lic to provid e equal righ ts for women :
Connolly, who was militant not only in his Irish nationali sm, but in his
soci alis m and fem inism, env isioned a nation that would rej ect the socia I
and sexual inequitie s that had de fined and supported the despoti sm of
Briti sh colonial rule. The Irish Free Stat e, how ever, reprodu ced all of its
previousmaster'soppressive structures,it stechnologie sofcontroland
prohibition. The exerci se of power in independent Ireland has continued
to bepatriarchal and exclusionary. (7)
Thus , in the twentieth century, Ircland failed in its duty 10 uphold womcn' s rights. The
texts sludiedhcredcmonstralcth isfailure ,wh ilc also represcnlinglh cdelcrioralionofthe
vow madci n lhc I9 16 Proclamalion, which pledged lO"chcrish"a ll its chiidrcn cqually.
II is not easy to determin e who exactly fits into this "children" calegory. Even
though "c hildren" arc defined by Ireland 's Children Actof 2001 as every person in the
Rcpublicundcrthcagcofcighlccn,thcnarralivc s slud iedhcre showlhaI childhood is
dcfincdbymuchmorcthan agc. In The Snapper , Sharonis actuallytwcnty ycars old ,
allhough hcr cmolional immalurity and hcr lcvcl of dcpendcnce indicatc that she still has
profoundl y child ish instincts. On the other hand, Mary MacNamara isth irtccn and
theref ore fits into the child category. Age is not revealed at all in The Magdalene Sis ters,
bUlilisclcarthalmanyo fthc young girls arcundcr thc care of adull sbcforethcyarrivc
al the laundry . Thus,takcnlogclhcrlhclcxtsreflcclthcarbilrarincssofagc asamcansof
indicating maturity. experience, or citizenship.
Whcn itcomcst o assessinglcvcls ofmalurily, chiidrenmUSldcpend onlhc
discrelionofthcadultsaroundthcm. The risk of such depend ency become s clear when
children (already in an ambi guous pos ition) find themselves in precarious circums tances,
such as when they become pregnant. The Snapper reflects the anxiety embodied by the
in-bctwccnposilionofchildrenwhohavechildrenincontemporarylrcland Sharon ' s
uncertain state demon strates the ambiguity of theories of citizenship fory oung girls.
Since she is twenty years old. she cannot bc considered a child. Further , even if national
laws and theories of citizens hip were flexibl e enough to accommodate this age
discrepanc y, Sharon choo ses not to exercise her rights to citizenship. Hersil ence
indicates that the process of child citize nship is flawed .
lI owever,lh e adaptat ion ofth e X case from faclt o fiction in Down by theR iver
de monstra tes the potent ial for forward moveme nt in the are na of children' s citizenship,
and The Magdal ene Sisters shows how this chan ge can beenacted through co lIect ivc
action. Both narratives underline thc emp athy and unde rstandin g involved infi ction . By
teasin g out potent ial scenarios that might lead to aquest ionin g of social ideas, they
exhibit the empathy that must be pract iced by adults in orde r 10 allow girls 10 ado pt a role
in the dec isions that affect them . II is on ly thro ugh co llective action, amo ng and bet wee n
adults and children . that child citizens hip co uld be successful.
Ta ken together all three texts provide a way 10 imagine how current approac hcs
to child cit izenship might acluall y lead to ac tive ci tizenship for young girls. The Snappe r,
Down by the River and The Magdal ene Sisters ind icate that girls must be respected as
human being s-not simply as indi vidu als under the care of their parent s or as ward s of
the sta te. Even though girls need care and protection and ofte n have not developedthe
emotiona l or intellectu al capac ity to reason about c itizenship , their sta tus need s to be
recogn ized and they need 10 be included in these discussions; thaI is. if they choose to
part icipat e. Even when they remai n si lent, they need to be made aware that they can have
input into what happen s in Iheir lives.
Dcspitethe fact that the narrat ives ex plored here pro vide a space 10 analyze
teena gepregnancymorecomprehen sivelythanJans' stheory, interpreting them still
require s flexibilit y. The texIs leave man y "what-ifs" unexpl ored. Just as theori es and
laws arc only as effective as those who make sense of them, the impact of these narrat ives
onc hildci tizenshipisat the discrelionoflhosereaderswhoi nlerprel thetexts. Therefore
and perhaps unfortu nately, the works studied here also suggest that until chi ld citize nship
in Ireland goes beyond imagined possibility and becomes an actua l reali ty, the nation ' s
young girls will continue to lead precarious lives.
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